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Kurzfassung

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) Angriffe sind bereits seit langem bekannt und obwohl eine
breite Palette an Gegenmaßnahmen vorgestellt wurde, ging das Auftreten von neuen
XSS Schwachstellen nur marginal zurück. Auf der anderen Seite erhöht sich die Zahl an
Angriffen sowie deren Raffinesse, da immer mehr Anwendungen Code vom Server auf den
Client auslagern. Existierende Programme zur Schwachstellenanalyse in diesem Sektor
weisen oft nur eine ungenügende Genauigkeit beim Aufspüren solcher Fehler auf.
Deshalb beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit der Lösung der folgenden Probleme: (i) Unzu-
reichende Testumgebungen zur Auswertung bestehender Tools, (ii) Fehlende Vergleiche
bereits existierender Black-Box Analysetools, (iii) Entwicklung und Implementierung von
Methoden zur effektiven Erkennung von XSS Schwachstellen.
Die automatisierte Auswertung von Analyseprogrammen bedarf einer Testumgebung,
welche eine möglichst hohe Abdeckung an diversen XSS Schwachstellen bietet. Da
existierende Frameworks hier große Mängel aufweisen, wurde eine eigene Anwendung
entwickelt um möglichst viele Kombinationen unterschiedlicher Dateneingangs und -
ausgangspunkte, sowie Filtermechanismen in Webanwendungen abzubilden, welche zuvor
in keinem Testset enthalten waren.
Basierend auf dieser Testumgebung wurde eine großangelegte Studie zu frei verfügbaren
XSS Scannern durchgeführt. Die Auswertung zeigt, dass existierende Tools nur unzurei-
chende Ergebnisse liefern. Speziell bei den Varianten der DOM-basierten und persistenten
Schwachstellen konnten die meisten überhaupt keine Testfälle erkennen.
Um den Stand von offenen und frei verfügbaren Werkzeugen zu verbessern stellen wir
daher eine eigene Black-Box Methodik zum effizienten Erkennen von XSS Schwachstellen
in Webanwendungen vor, welche aus zwei wesentlichen Teilen besteht. Zuerst wird eine
Analyse der Datenflüsse innerhalb der Anwendung durchgeführt um Informationen zu
deren Eingangs- und Ausgangskontext sowie eventuell vorhandene Filter- und Sicherheits-
maßnahmen zu erhalten. Anschließend werden diese zuvor identifizierten Datenkanäle
durch Fuzzing mit speziell adaptierten Angriffen getestet und dynamisch in einem inte-
grierten Browser ausgewertet. Diese dynamische Verifizierung erlaubt es falsch positive
Ergebnisse zu vermeiden.
Die Evaluierung des entwickelten Prototypen zeigt auf, dass die neu entwickelte Methodik
im Vergleich zu existierenden frei verfügbaren Tools in der Lage ist in annähernd der selben
Zeit eine signifikant höhere Anzahl an ausnutzbaren Schwachstellen zu identifizieren.
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Abstract

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks have been around for a long time and while a multitude
of countermeasures and mitigation techniques have been researched, XSS vulnerabilities
did not decline much. The number of attacks and their sophistication increases as more
and more code is shifted into the client side of web applications. Therefore this thesis deals
with the following challenges: (i) Creating and implementing a method for efficient XSS
detection, (ii) the lack of coverage of current testbeds regarding types and possibilities of
XSS, (iii) the missing comparisons and analysis of existing black-box scanners.

A testing environment was created covering a large number of diverse XSS vulnerabilities
in 1808 distinct test cases so that black-box scanning tools can be evaluated and compared
with regard to their performance. The focus was to maximize combinations of different
input and output contexts together with filtering mechanisms and also to minimize the
complexity of the web application and test case structure in order to make them easily
accessible for automated scanners. The test cases of already existing testbeds, which
often only feature a handful of simple XSS test cases, were integrated and many more
new and advanced ones implemented.

Based on the previous findings an approach to efficiently detect XSS vulnerabilities is
presented and implemented in a fully automated scanner prototype. The approach is
based on data flow detection together with input and output context analysis. This
allows the construction of specialized and environment sensitive attack payloads. The
scanner additionally collects information about potential input filters and sanitization
mechanisms and evaluates these against several evasion methods. The gathered data flows
are then fuzz tested with specifically tailored payloads. Finally, detected vulnerabilities
and attack vectors are verified dynamically to ensure a zero false positive rate.

Several automated vulnerability scanners that try to detect XSS flaws exist, but no large
scale comparison of their performance regarding detection rate is available. Therefore
existing free and open source analysis tools were evaluated against the created testbed,
uncovering that most of them lack proper detection capabilities especially in the sectors
of DOM-based and stored cross site scripting. Many could not even detect a single
vulnerability in the test cases of these two categories. The evaluation of the prototype
implementation of the new approach shows, that it is able to detect significantly more
vulnerabilities than other open source scanners. This is achieved while the time required
for the scanning process stays in the range of the best performing open source tools.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities have been among the most common vulnerabil-
ities in web applications for a very long time, nevertheless the number of attacks is still
on the rise [1–5]. Even big, well tested websites that are used by millions of users are
continually facing newly discovered exploits in this category [6–12]. When those software
bugs are abused, it allows malicious payloads to be executed, which opens the door for
adversaries to perform a wide range of attacks against the web applications, their users
and owners. This includes among other types of attacks the stealing of user credentials or
sensitive information, taking over accounts, performing malicious actions like clickjacking,
impersonation or the spreading of malware [13–18].
One of the major challenges of preventing such vulnerabilities is the ever increasing
complexity and dynamicity of modern web applications. The ongoing changes in the
JavaScript and HTML standards continually introduce new features which enable a more
interactive user experience [19–22]. This leads to a shift from mostly static websites that
are loaded in a simple HTTP request from a web server, to adaptively changing sites
depending on server events and web applications that include rich client-side functionality
which also work offline. WebSockets [23], WebRTC [24] and other new JavaScript
elements [25–28] allow continuous background communication channels between the web
application and multiple servers. While it was sufficient to perform a simple static
string search for malicious HTML tags that could be injected to identify data flows that
lead to possible vulnerabilities formerly, this is not adequate any more as many likely
vulnerable entry points may be missed. Additionally the dynamic nature of JavaScript
allows dynamic code generation and evaluation at runtime which makes obfuscation easy
[29, 30]. Furthermore new HTML elements and the addition and introduction of new
properties create novel ways to bypass existing XSS filters [31, 32].
White-box testing approaches could provide very detailed insights about potential vul-
nerabilities, because of the actual source code that is analyzed. However the dependency
on the code makes the testing approach inflexible when it needs to be applied on various
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1. Introduction

kinds of programming languages or web applications that combine a diverse technology
stack. In order to be able to detect XSS vulnerabilities efficiently and independently of
the programming languages and technologies black box testing can be used. This method
avoids the necessity to have access to and the need to analyze the actual source code.
Automation and integration into regular testing processes during development is easy.
Furthermore a generic analysis approach does not depend on specific manual refinements
and adaptations for different types of websites. Even closed source applications can be
analyzed this way [33, 34].

Several approaches of black-box testing for cross site scripting exploitability were devel-
oped over the years. Many of those scanning tools are outdated and have low detection
ratios or high numbers of false positives [34–40]. Often a lot of manual work is required
to identify and examine all web application entry points. Standard XSS payloads are
tested most of the time, but special payloads that are only applicable in specific contexts
are often missed by automated tools [4, 34]. A more advanced method of automated
vulnerability scanning is required to improve the detection quantity and quality of XSS
vulnerabilities in modern web applications.

1.1 Approach

In this thesis we propose FOXSS, a autonomous XSS scanning tool featuring fully
automatic discovery of data flows that is capable of intelligent fuzzing with regard to
their context. This allows the detection of possible vulnerabilities with high accuracy
and a large coverage rate. It is achieved by instrumented web application execution and
a combination of static and dynamic analysis. The validity of each vulnerability that
gets reported by FOXSS is dynamically verified in a browser engine by automatically
generated proof of concept attack payloads. Thus guaranteeing zero false positives and a
high detection ratio of XSS vulnerabilities. The processing steps that FOXSS performs are
as follows: (i) The data flow detection module first identifies all possible input channels
in the different parts of the web application. This is accomplished by checking the static
parts like URL, HTML and HTTP headers as well as the dynamic parts which include
JavaScript event handlers, background communication like WebSockets or JavaScript
initiated HTTP requests etc. Then those input channels are tested with specific identifiers
and monitored for possible output channels. To achieve this the Document Object Model
(DOM) is searched for the identifiers and a set of relevant built-in JavaScript functions
and objects is instrumented to detect when any identifier is passed through. Several
contextual aspects are gathered and aggregated when a full data flow from input to
output is recognized. (ii) Afterwards the payload generation module decides based on the
data flow, the input and output contexts which exploits should be generated, transformed,
assembled and then tested. (iii) An evaluation component of the XSS analysis module
then checks each of the previously generated XSS tests for successful injection and
execution of payloads. This is done by loading the derived request in a browser window
and automatically perform all actions required to trigger the vulnerability like simulating
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1.2. Contributions

user interactions. A XSS execution is verified by exposing a custom function in the global
JavaScript context of the browser engine and triggering it through the XSS payload.

Additionally a testing environment for evaluating black-box XSS scanners was created.
It is separated into two parts: The test cases of the publicly available testbed “Firing
Range” [41] and the newly developed testbed “XSS Playground”. A combined number of
1808 distinct test cases covers the majority of the XSS vulnerability landscape. They
range from basic and trivial ones which can be found in existing testbeds to different rare
vulnerabilities and heavily dynamic JavaScript based test cases. The web application
behind the XSS Playground has a flat tree like structure where every test case can be
reached through a custom URL. Its design allows automated scanners to easily access and
examine the test cases. The focus lies on the detection of the actual XSS vulnerability
rather than testing a scanners ability to navigate through hidden or protected areas. So
no authentication or session dependent parts of the web application exist.

The finalized testing environment allows us to evaluate and compare our own solution
FOXSS with other black-box scanners. Since many of them were created and also
abandoned over time first the available existing XSS scanners and approaches were
gathered and reviewed in detail. After an initial assessment where outdated and otherwise
inappropriate or unobtainable scanning tools and projects were discarded, the remaining
were analyzed in the testing environment.

1.2 Contributions

In the course of working on this thesis for XSS detection the following scientifically
relevant contributions are made:

• Numerous existing XSS detection solutions are compared and their functionality
discussed and analyzed. This is based on their documentation, source code (if
available) and the actual results they generated when executed on the specially
crafted test web application. Their performance is recorded and rated taking into
account the runtime, coverage of detected vulnerabilities, false positive and false
negative rates as well as special side effects that might occur during their execution.
This leads to recent up-to-date comparative results and an overview of the features
of existing black-box scanners. Even lesser-known open source programs were
tested, which might be hard to find and know about otherwise. Also scanners that
were created many years ago are taken into account. All that were obtainable were
first analyzed whether they are worth a deeper analysis and ready for the testing
environment. Since several ones failed some checks, they are documented separately
and the problems encountered are discussed. To the best of my knowledge no such
wide-ranging comparison was previously created.

• A testbed dedicated to XSS vulnerabilities is created. It includes tests covering all
classes and many different types of XSS bugs. It provides combinations of all entry
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1. Introduction

sources with different exit contexts and input sanitizing functions. A special focus
is put on vulnerability corner cases, very unusual ones, multi stage vulnerabilities
and those which are only possible through new HTML5 and JavaScript language
additions. Also existing test environments that are dedicated to Cross-Site Scripting
test cases were analyzed and influenced the test cases that are featured in the
testbed.

• The analysis of different attack payloads and the different execution contexts
where they can appear. Also the possibilities of how they can be transformed
or manipulated so that filtering and sanitization techniques can be successfully
evaded is investigated. Data sources and sinks that can be found in modern web
applications are listed, analyzed and presented. Those are important for identifying
data flows and subsequently for vulnerability testing.

• The main contributions are the newly developed XSS scanning approach and the
implementation of a fully automated black-box vulnerability scanner, capable of
identifying the data flows of modern, highly dynamic web applications. Those
can be thoroughly tested for potential cross site scripting vulnerabilities in an
intelligent way: The context in which information flows happen are considered
which allows adapting attack payloads and leads to a reduction of the test space.
The client-side code of web applications under test is executed dynamically in a
prepared environment that monitors JavaScript execution and DOM access. It
detects and is able to verify injected context refined payloads. The scanner is able
to find vulnerabilities which are undetectable by existing tools and features a false
positive rate of zero.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The remaining parts of the thesis are organized as follows: In the next chapter (2) existing
approaches to detect and defend against XSS vulnerabilities are analyzed. Chapter 3
provides the technical background about XSS and presents the different classes. Chapter
4 explains the theoretical concepts and the design of the scanner and its mechanisms.
Chapter 5 describes the actual implementation of the testbed and the details about the
test cases. After that the evaluation of existing XSS detection applications and the
newly created advanced scanner is presented in chapter 6. The final chapter 7 provides a
conclusion and ideas for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
Related Work

A lot of research has been conducted over the years in the area of Cross-Site Scripting.
The scientific work and research by interested individuals that was published on their
personal websites, blogs or other channels will be discussed in this chapter. Several
different methods to detect and prevent cross site scripting were examined. The fact
that this topic is still very actively investigated, the amount of XSS vulnerabilities found,
abused and publicly disclosed and the multitude of varying approaches shows that there
is still a lot of potential for improvement and new ideas [3]. The research in the area of
XSS can be split into a few high-level categories:

• Client side protection, mostly deployed in the browser as an add-on or an addition
to the browsers source code.

• Server side protection focusing on filtering mechanisms, input sanitization, test
generation and additional security layers.

• Automated vulnerability scanners targeting web applications, performing black-box
testing.

• Automated code analysis finding security flaws or predicting vulnerabilities (white-
box testing).

• Analysis of new XSS attack vectors, XSS types and other work of more theoretical
nature (like improving test coverage or detection algorithms).

The approach which will be presented in this thesis belongs to the third and the last
category.
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2. Related Work

2.1 XSS Vulnerability Detection
The approaches listed in this section primarily try to identify XSS vulnerabilities in
web applications through different methods. The algorithms subsection contains mostly
theoretical concepts.

White-box approaches analyze the source code of the applications. They depend on the
availability of the code for analysis and have the disadvantage of being specific to one or
more languages. They need to understand the different programming styles and models
which they follow together with all the API differences. In return they can examine all
entry points and the actual handling of inputs and outputs.

Black-box approaches work like an external attacker which does not have any information
about the inner functionality of the web application. The program entry points have to be
identified and tested (often with numerous) payloads in order to eventually find a software
bug which can be exploited. The advantage is that actual proof of concept exploits
can be found and the application is exercised dynamically such that vulnerabilities that
might not exist in the development environment because of a different configuration
can be found. Furthermore those approaches can be executed on any web application
independently of the programming language it was written in. The weakness lies in the
discovery of data channels. Unlinked ones or dynamically generated ones might not be
found and not tested at all. Such tests are also more time consuming since many requests
are needed to exercise different XSS payloads and entry points.

2.1.1 Algorithms

An algorithm for XSS detection that analyzes the position of certain characters is
presented in [42]. 32 characters that regularly occur in malicious scripts represent the
features. Each feature has a certain value, based on their importance. The highest
valued characters are " > / < (space) = ’. For each input sequence a value can
be computed and compared with a threshold to determine if the input is classified as
containing an XSS payload or not. The detection threshold is defined beforehand by
computing values of many learning samples and choosing it with the help of a special
function. This algorithm is even able to detect obfuscated XSS payloads.

Detecting XSS bugs through model checking was proposed in [43]. They build a behavioral
model of the website by inspecting the HTML structure and deriving legitimate actions
a user can perform. This model can be built automatically by the algorithm discussed in
the paper. The model is expressed in CTL (Computation Tree Logic). After the model is
created, it can be checked, which allows finding bugs that can lead to XSS. The authors
recommend that this should be done before deploying a web application at the end of
development.

2.1.2 White-box Approaches

Hydara et al. propose a method for detecting cross-site scripting vulnerabilities already
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2.1. XSS Vulnerability Detection

during development, before a web application is deployed. With the help of a genetic
algorithm, which operates on the control flow graph constructed of the source code,
software flaws are found. The approach was validated in a prototype implementation
which is able to automatically scan Java based web apps and report possible findings
[44]. In [45] also a genetic algorithm in combination with static analysis of the source
code of web applications, that are written in PHP, is presented. The focus of this paper
lies on optimizing existing genetic algorithms and to optimize the generation of test data.
All three types of XSS vulnerabilities could be detected with this method.

The tool saferXSS operates on Java source code and performs static analysis. Through
pattern matching it finds unvalidated input channels and tries to autonomously apply
a proper sanitization function. To achieve this, control flow graphs are created and
the contexts in which user data is used are evaluated. Then code rewriting secures
the application considering the findings [46]. In [47] a scanning program that employs
a combination of static and dynamic analysis was created. Instead of targeting the
analysis of websites it was designed to author browser extensions, focusing on XSS
vulnerabilities that are caused through DOM-based sources. In a first step they create
candidate vulnerabilities, then proof of concept exploits are generated by dynamic
symbolic execution. The program is designed to test user provided scripts for the
Greasemonkey browser extension.

A machine learning based method that operates on the source code of PHP applications
is presented in [48]. First a data flow graph is built and functions that are executed
on those data nodes are classified into different categories. With the use of a training
data set and statistical classifiers the effectiveness of those sanitization functions which
are applied on the data is calculated. This allows predicting whether they are safe
or vulnerable. Another approach by Gupta et al. is also based on machine learning.
The analysis process of PHP source code identifies IO-channels, filtering and validating
functions and combines them with information about the context in which the output
of user generated information happens. Through different machine learning algorithms
multiple prediction models are built and used to analyze the extracted features [49].

An approach that uses symbolic execution and constraint solving to discover XSS is
presented in [50]. It operates on the bytecode of Java web applications. The detection
of multiple classes of injection vulnerabilities are supported. Regarding XSS they do
not consider DOM-based vulnerability sinks which is a major drawback. The same
authors also released another paper that focuses primarily on constraint solving for XSS
detection in [51]. In [52] a concolic testing approach is explored. Java web applications
are processed and IO channels are gathered to detect any dependencies which might be
susceptible for XSS. Then the source code is transformed to another language which
is understood by concolic testing applications. At this point they can be executed in
the testing engine and the handling of XSS injection attacks is observed by monitoring
components which are injected into the code. The final values of input data can then be
checked before they are used in critical parts of the application, like the database or in
the HTML output. In their approach simple pattern checking is performed in this final
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2. Related Work

stage for XSS detection.

In the area of taint tracking and analysis the following approaches have been developed:
Andromeda is a source code analyzer for Java, JavaScript and .NET applications. Similar
to other taint tracking solutions it builds a control flow graph out of input, output and
sanitization function triples. Vulnerabilities are found when there is no appropriate data
transformation between an input and an output [53]. Gupta et al. created a tool for
XSS detection employing a “context-sensitive approach based on static taint analysis and
pattern matching techniques” [54]. It operates on the source code of web applications
programmed in the PHP language, because it is the most used server-side language. In
its three steps the tool identifies output statements that might be vulnerable and tracks
the information flow back to its input source, while also considering the input context.
The final decision whether a vulnerability exists is made based on the existence of proper
sanitization mechanisms on the IO path. XSSDM was evaluated on a large set of PHP
source code files, where 2856 files contained at least one XSS vulnerability. Its major
limitations are the restriction to a single programming language and the inability to
handle object oriented code [54]. Similarly XProber creates a control flow graph and
performs static taint analysis in PHP scripts. Although the final detection of XSS is quite
different from other approaches. They are using a unique technique for analyzing strings
[55]. An approach for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities in mobile HTML5 based applications
is presented in [56]. It tries to statically identify all functions that interact with input
data sources and constructs a call graph from those functions and any dependents. Then
it performs taint and data flow analysis on these functions. The approach was evaluated
on a corpus of over 15000 of such apps and showed a low false positive rate.

To find missing or ineffective input sanitizer functions in the source code, “POSTER”
[57] was created. It automatically extracts all methods that are applied on external
inputs and generates test cases in which those functions are evaluated on XSS attack
vectors to determine their reliability. A very similar approach was made in [58], where
the efficiency of input filtering or sanitizing functions that are found in the source code is
tested by automatically generated test cases. This approach focuses on Java applications
and considers the context of the output. In [59] a method to automatically generate
unit tests and create a testing framework to examine the efficiency of encoding and
sanitization functions, in order to find XSS vulnerabilities. Their approach was also
developed for Java based web applications. In [60] test cases that exercise possible XSS
vulnerabilities and their corresponding paths are automatically generated based on the
PHP code. Static taint analysis is used to build a control flow graph. A genetic algorithm
followed by concrete symbolic execution create, refine and select appropriate test cases.
Similar concepts are presented in previous work by the authors in [61] and [16].

Another research tries to detect XSS flaws with a fuzzy logic system. It analyzes the code
metrics with respect to a complex rule set to find injection vulnerabilities and determine
their severity. The reference implementation is designed to analyze PHP code [62].
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2.1. XSS Vulnerability Detection

2.1.3 Black-box Approaches

Many tools capable of detecting XSS in this area were created by companies that want
to sell their vulnerability scanners. So obviously they do not want to reveal publicly
the exact details of the inner workings, mechanisms, technologies and strategies their
tools follow to detect XSS vulnerabilities, in order to preserve their possible competitive
advantage. Many times free versions of those tools (with limited capabilities) exist.
Furthermore many open source tools exist which are also lacking documentation about
the already mentioned abstract methods and functionalities for their particular scanning
approach. More information about those scanning applications is provided in Section
6.1 on page 53. However also several XSS scanning applications are either listed and
discussed on various blogs and websites related to vulnerability scanning or discussed
in papers [36, 63–70]. Also some benchmarks about their capabilities and performance
exist [36–40, 63]. But most of those benchmarks only compare a handful of scanners or
test the web vulnerability detection capabilities in general. XSS detection performance is
most of the time not a priority and is not analyzed in depth by those benchmarks.

XSS payloads which were introduced through new HTML5 features were investigated by
Dong et al.. They created a collection of new attack vectors and used them in a tool
for testing web-mail providers. The tool is able to create mails which include malicious
XSS content inside various attributes and transform the XSS payloads with different
encodings to bypass filters. The results of those test-mails have to be verified manually.
According to the authors they found seven vulnerabilities in real world web-mail systems
[31].

In [71] Pan et al. proposed a new approach for control flow analysis of web applications
to be able to determine the existence of XSS vulnerabilities. It is based on taint analysis,
a method in which user inputs are mapped to server responses and the influences of the
input data is tracked. Their technique is programming language and source code agnostic.
They also try to correctly process websites that employ URL rewriting and HTML input
sanitization where, according to the authors, other taint tracking techniques fail.

Duchene et al. developed a XSS scanner which performs black-box testing on web sites.
It can detect reflected and stored XSS through fuzzing. A scan starts by building an
abstract control flow model of the web application and detects possible taints. After
optimizing the model through reduction algorithms, XSS payloads are generated with
a genetic algorithm constrained by a special attack grammar to mimic a human like
attacker. Previously evaluated payloads and the context in which one was tested is
considered in follow-up tests, which enables bypassing of filters. The prototype of their
scanner was evaluated on 7 different web applications and compared with a few other
open-source black-box scanners. The results show that KameleonFuzz can detect more
vulnerabilities than those it is compared with. However it is not possible to handle web
applications that heavily use JavaScript and provide a different functionality than the
static version does. Also the attack grammar has to be formulated manually and many
parameters have to be adjusted by hand, which can change the results drastically [35].
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DexterJS is specialized in detecting DOM-based XSS. It retrieves web-pages, instruments
the JavaScript code and executes them in a browser engine. Then possible unsafe data
propagation is detected and XSS payloads created, which are verified by sending them to
the original server hosting the website. The implementation works like a proxy server.
According to the paper the tools should be available on https://dexterjs.io/, but
this seems not to be the case any more because several attempts at accessing it at various
times over multiple months failed [72].
ETSSDetector [73] is another black-box scanner. The tool emulates a browser in a Java
framework. It focuses on finding all components and data channels of a web application.
So it starts by gathering all links and forms. In contrast to other tools it tries to fill forms
with valid data to uncover possible hidden data entry points. The testing of XSS payloads
is context sensitive, first a dummy is injected to determine the location of the payload
then an appropriate exploit is sent. Results are analyzed not only in direct responses
to a request but in the whole application, which allows detecting stored vulnerabilities
more efficiently. The evaluation was executed on three varying test scenarios and the
results compared with 5 other XSS scanners. ETSSDetector is limited to the web-page
structure, the authors describe that cookies are not covered and it seems like JavaScript
channels are not tested either.
Vishnu and Jevitha propose a XSS scanning technique which heavily relies on machine
learning to predict an attack. Their implementation extracts and identifies features of
web applications as training data, separated in known vulnerable or exploited websites
and secure ones. Seven different features are analyzed in URLs and five in JavaScript
code of websites. In their evaluation they test and compare the performance of various
classifiers they implemented, considering “correctly and incorrectly classified instances,
True Positive Rate (TPR), False Positive Rate (FPR), Precision and the time taken to
build the model”. Although they do not discuss the evaluated data set in detail and no
comparison with similar approaches is given [74].
In [4] the authors address the issue of XSS attacks which contain intermediate steps
and are harder to detect than simple reflected XSS vectors. Those so called multi-step
vulnerabilities are inserted in an entry point of the web application, stored and later
executed on a different point. To be able to identify such flaws the authors created a
“Pattern-driven and Model-based Vulnerability Testing (PMVT) approach”, in which
XSS test patterns combined with a behavioral model of the website generate abstract test
cases. From those the actual tests are derived later and executed in the HTMLUnit Java
framework. All XSS payloads are taken from the OWASP filter evasion cheat sheet. A
significant amount of manual work is also required, the abstract operations of the model
has to be manually implemented in the Java framework. The approach was evaluated on
two vulnerable test web apps and compared with other black-box scanners. Although a
high level of detection was reached, such test runs require a lot of time (multiple hours).
A tool especially for DOM-based XSS detection was created by Lekies et al.. They
modified a browser engine to track data flows and identify those which are dangerous
and might cause XSS vulnerabilities. Since they can exactly correlate data sources with
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their corresponding sinks, context aware payloads can be created and evaluated. The
execution in a browser engine avoids false positives. The scanner was evaluated on over
500000 URLs of the Alexa Top 5000 websites and uncovered multiple vulnerabilities [75].

Improving Black-box Testing

The question of how to efficiently perform black-box fuzzing of websites regarding cross
site scripting and which important aspects have to be considered is discussed in [33].
Especially the questions “How to obtain a notion of coverage on unstructured inputs?
How to capture human testers intuitions and use it for the fuzzing? How to drive the
search in various directions?” are addressed.

A take on the theoretical and practical concepts of how black-box XSS scanners work,
how they generate their payloads and which problems they encounter while performing a
web page analysis is investigated in [34]. Existing testbeds are enhanced with new test
cases and existing scanning tools are compared. A tool called XSSPeeker was developed
to analyze their functionality. It operates on the network layer and analyzes the requests
that are made. An extensible testbed framework that was used in the tests was also
published publicly [41, 76]. The authors address the research questions of how to improve
XSS payloads and how to increase detection capabilities of black-box scanners.

Another interesting approach is shown in [77], which concentrates on optimizing and
generating XSS payloads to reduce the overall test space thus improving the speed of a
scan. In multiple stages cross site scripting attack vectors are generated, mutated and
refined continuously through machine learning with historical test data of previously
executed tests. A third party web crawler harvests input channels of interest. Those
cover HTTP headers, form data, URL parameters and the end of the URL. JavaScript
and cookies are not included. The authors Guo et al. created a prototype implementation
which was tested on several real world websites.

In [78] a model for automatically attacking web applications with XSS payloads is
presented. Manual work is required to refine the payload generation.

2.2 XSS Execution Prevention

This section covers attempts that protect the end user or the web applications from
Cross-Site Scripting. The client-side solutions reside in the browser either as part of the
browsers default protection mechanisms like Content Security Policy (CSP), as an add-on
or even as a modification of the browsers source code resulting in a modified browser
binary. Potential XSS exploits are filtered and blocked. They lack the detection of stored
XSS.

Server-side approaches introduce additional layers of security like Web Application
Firewall (WAF) or special proxies that inspect and filter or sanitize the traffic. Also
several approaches that discuss the effectiveness of various sanitization and filtering
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functions and libraries or the integration of security evaluation tools into the development
life cycle exist.

2.2.1 Client-side Approaches

Content Filtering

Today many browsers include default filtering mechanisms, which target reflected XSS.
In browsers using the WebKit rendering engine like Chrome, Chromium and Safari the
filter determines if a piece of JavaScript code that can be found in a HTTP response was
also present in the associated request. When this is the case it will take further actions
to block its execution [75, 79, 80]. In Internet Explorer already since version 8 a similar
technique is used. It is enabled by default but can be disabled by sending a simple HTTP
header X-XSS-Protection: 0 in the response. Those filtering components are just
a simple defensive layer and should not be considered as sophisticated mechanisms that
make browsing secure against all kinds of reflected XSS. They offer some advantages
for the broad masses of inexperienced users, because no extra configuration or user
interaction is required which might be confusing [81, 82]. However many ways to bypass
the default browser filters exist [83–85].

Another security mechanism which every modern browser supports is the Same-Origin-
Policy. It limits the possibilities in which resources that are retrieved from varying
locations (different hosts, ports, protocols, etc.) can access and communicate with each
other. Thus scripts loaded from untrusted sources can not offhandedly manipulate trusted
content [86, 87].

Browser add-ons like NoScript, ScriptSafe or uMatrix (and others) allow fine-grained
control over the content that is loaded in a web page. They are far more aggressively
blocking content than the previously discussed browser filters and most likely break
websites that rely on JavaScript or other dynamic elements (embedded content, multi-
media, etc.) when their default configuration is used. The detection algorithms heavily
use regular expressions. It is up to the user to allow specific elements and remote
resources [88–90]. XSS-immune is an extension for the browser Google Chrome. It
tries to defend against Cross-Site Scripting attacks by comparing scripts existing in the
request with those in the response and JavaScript injections in parameters. Another
feature is the context aware handling of XSS worms and auto-sanitization of them. The
Java based extension was tested against several open source attack payloads [91]. In
[92] three different filtering components are applied on each request and response the
browser performs. Those filters restrict loading or sending data to/from cross domain
resources, remove dynamic script creation and block inline JavaScript, pop-up windows,
cookie access in combination with cross-origin links and frame creation at runtime. The
authors claim that only malicious elements are filtered and benign code is unaffected. An
evaluation of those claims is not shown nor discussed. XSS-ME [93] is an add-on for the
Firefox browser which tries to test all forms of a website, sending them to the server and
analyzing the response. So it follows an offensive approach in its first phase, by trying to
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attack the web application. Then in a second phase, when it detects XSS vulnerabilities
that are reflected back it is able to block those scripts and warn the user.

A taint tracking browser engine is proposed in [82] to battle XSS. It tracks data flows
and provides the information to HTML and JavaScript parsers which allows assorting
XSS fragments already in the parsing stage. Code originating from tainted data sources
is not allowed to execute in the JavaScript engine which is also enhanced with taint
information. The approach was implemented as a modification of the Chromium browser.
It is especially targeting DOM-based XSS.

Content Security Policy

One of the most widespread defensive mechanisms, which has become a W3C standard,
continually evolves and is increasingly adapted by browser vendors and web application
developers is the so called Content Security Policy (CSP) [94–96]. When present on a
web page, it determines which resources can be accessed, where data can be sent to
and retrieved from and which scripts can be executed in the context of the web-page.
This allows a fine grained control of different sources and eliminates many possibilities
for malicious content injections such as XSS. Inline JavaScript is blocked by default
for example. However there is need for improvement as recent research has shown that
numerous side-channel attacks exist which can bypass security features of CSP. This is
caused partly because of ambiguous or imprecise specifications and also because of edge
cases not considered. For example CSP bypassing methods through DNS and resource
prefetching and caching [97]. Often the CSP configuration is ineffective. Weichselbaum
et al. have analyzed the CSP of about 100 billion web sites and identified “that 94.68%
of policies that attempt to limit script execution are ineffective, and that 99.34% of
hosts with CSP use policies that offer no benefit against XSS” [98]. Another study
about CSP adoption found that its use was not very widespread and that most of those
web applications that used it, had a weak configuration which did not prove efficient at
countering injection attacks [99].

To address the issue of faulty CSP configurations, AutoCSP [100] was created. It is a
tool which analyzes web applications and derives proper CSPs. It is even capable of
automatically implementing the required server side changes. The presented prototype
was created for the PHP language.

In [101] multiple weaknesses and how they could bypass a CSP are discussed. To oppose
them a policy based approach called PMHJ to increase the security of CSP and add
further preventive mechanisms is shown. It even further expands the granularity down
to single HTML elements, introduces integrity protection for them to counter structural
manipulation like node-split attacks [102] and unsafe JavaScript functionality is disabled.
Since the blocking of JavaScript that is considered unsafe is accomplished by blacklisting,
it suffers from possible missing entries. Furthermore the policy needs to be supported on
the server and on the client side. A lot of work has to be done to implement the policy,
because the HTML elements need “nonce” attributes for integrity checks and JavaScript
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code has to be adapted. This has to be done on every website. Also the browser code
needs to be changed to understand and enforce the policy.

Recent work on CSP discovered a new methodology to bypass CSP protections through
so called “script-gadgets” which are present in most websites that make use of popular
JavaScript libraries. In such attacks HTML code can be injected into a website where
it is later accessed by already existing JavaScript code that reacts to the presence of
the HTML code in the DOM. The JavaScript code transforms the piece of HTML, that
in itself is not malicious, into some executable JavaScript. In 13 out of 16 analyzed
JavaScript libraries and frameworks such script-gadgets were discovered that make this
kind of code reuse attack possible [5].

2.2.2 Server-side Approaches

Additional Security Layers

Prandl et al. studied the efficiency of different free Web Application Firewall (WAF)
[103] solutions. A WAF is a proactive defensive solution and works similar to common
firewalls which block malicious traffic. Instead of inspecting low level network traffic they
examine application level protocols in order to detect and prevent attacks targeting web
applications. The advantage of such firewalls is that no source code changes have to be
applied and multiple services can be protected at once. However this comfortable way of
protecting the application by a separate maybe even third party source is no guarantee
for perfect security. The actual vulnerabilities of the web application itself will not be
fixed and might be exploitable through different channels bypassing the WAF [104]. In
the study by Prandl et al. they also discovered that the security is highly dependent
on the quality of the WAF. Too restrictive configurations might block many benign
requests, on the other hand attacks might be missed if they are too liberal. Advanced,
new and sophisticated payloads could also sneak through. In [105] a high level analysis
of techniques for detecting and preventing XSS through log file analysis, the usage of
WAFs and filtering are discussed. In [106] algorithms for a web application firewall that
can detect XSS attacks among others are presented.

The approach of [107] deals with creating an abstract model of a website to identify and
distinguish between benign and malicious users. First the model is created by collecting
all static resources and analyzing dynamic actions a user should be able to do. When
the web app is deployed and used in the production phase, requests are validated against
the model and flagged if discrepancies are found.

Noncespaces by Gundy and Chen tries to protect the HTML content from being altered in
a malicious way by an attacker. It introduces randomization of tags and attributes which
allows identifying third party code and protects the integrity of the document structure.
As long as the randomization is not guessable by an attacker he/she will not be able to
manipulate the DOM tree in a way that allows XSS execution. Additionally it is possible
to apply policies to the untrusted content provided by users. Their implementation
is based on a PHP template framework. Sanitization becomes unnecessary with this
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approach. However for its full functionality to work there has to be a proxy application
running on the client side [108]. A similar approach that tries to protect the HTML is
presented in the paper about XSS-SAFE, a web application framework for Java/JSP
projects. It injects tokens that are based on the content into the HMTL and JavaScript
code at the server side. This works like a hash function over parts of the web page. It
enables the detection of any alterations or injections which can in turn be sanitized by
the framework [109].

In [110] a framework for PHP applications is proposed that can detect injection attacks
based on computing the divergence of the actual input with the expected input using an
algorithm based on the Kullback-Leibler distance. In a setup phase the code is analyzed
and the expected input is derived. The web applications source code is instrumented
with analysis components. At runtime the inputs can be checked and attack payloads
identified when the HTTP response would contain unexpected data (e.g. JavaScript
code).

A complete architecture for XSS safe Java web applications is proposed in [111]. A
reverse proxy in front of the actual web server, that inspects the HTTP requests and
responses for scripts, forwards the request to a sanitization component. The input is
normalized (like charset encoding, HTML structure and tags), XSS filtering (encoding
of special characters into HTML escape sequences) and comparing against whitelisting
patterns is performed. Also a special model for accessing databases is proposed. Similarly
the authors of [112] show how to utilize Snort, a popular intrusion detection system, to
detect XSS attacks outside of the actual web application. This approach relies on static
pattern matching and tries to recognize the payloads that would be injected. In [113] a
detection framework in the shape of a proxy server is proposed. A significant part of the
workload is offloaded on the client, where a request is preprocessed and might already be
dropped if certain conditions are satisfied before sending it to the proxy. In the proxy
features are extracted and analyzed which determine if an attack is in progress.

Secure Programming and Sanitization

The paper [114] encourages defensive programming techniques to harden a web application
already at development time against XSS attacks. The evaluation of their method was
conducted on two versions of a test web app, one implemented while using defensive
programming, the other one without it. This security model “blocks all the html tags,
scripts, programming language, constructs, event handlers, character codes, insecure
keywords, if present in input, but allows only those tags that are known to be safe for
performing XSS” [114]. In contrast to casual sanitization filtering Maurya applies an
additional sanitization step on the input data before passing it to the actual filtering
component of the web application in order to get a completely clean input before any
attempt at storing the information persistently is made. Two whitelists are also employed,
one for HTML elements and one for their attributes. The major problem of this solution
is the need for manual fine tuning and configuration. Unknown or unexpected attacks
might not be recognized, especially because only a list of well known XSS vectors is used
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in their evaluation. Teto et al. focus on defensive programming principles and propose
them as the best countermeasure against XSS vulnerabilities [115].

Templating frameworks are commonly used in web applications today, as they reduce
the need to repeat code and make it possible to reuse components. To reduce the risk of
missing output sanitization or applying the wrong transformation functions Samuel et al.
introduce a framework which automatically handles the filtering issues. With respect to
the context and the data types, the values which get dynamically inserted in the web
templates get secured against XSS attacks. The largest part of the approach can be
executed statically thus only a small performance overhead exists. Only Java is currently
supported on the server side [116].

Multiple sanitization and filtering libraries as well as API functions for the languages
Java, PHP and ASP.NET are tested and compared in [117]. The tests were achieved by
creating a simple web application where the relevant methods were applied, one at a time
on the input. The effectiveness regarding security and performance regarding processing
time was recorded and presented. In [118] various defensive approaches against injection
attacks in web applications are analyzed regarding their effectiveness, runtime impact
and ease of use. Besides discussing an extensive number of tools, the authors also take a
look at the practicability of using those defensive applications an libraries.

JoanAudit [119] helps developers detect possible injection attacks by analyzing security
related code fragments and reporting flaws. It can even automatically fix vulnerable
parts of the code. The bytecode of Java applications is processed and analyzed. In [120]
a method for automatically transforming web applications written in ASP.NET in order
to separate data and code (HTML and JavaScript) is presented. This is especially useful
for legacy applications because the approach works on the application binaries. This
should prevent XSS injections and make it easier to introduce CSPs. There are several
limitations imposed on the web application and the programming APIs it uses by this
approach. Furthermore only ASP.NET is supported.
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CHAPTER 3
Background

Before we advance to the description of FOXSS and the details of its internal mechanisms
the concepts of XSS are presented. It is necessary to understand how this type of
attack on web applications works and which variants exist. Further a short explanation
of black-box vulnerability testing is provided, since FOXSS falls into this category of
vulnerability scanners.

3.1 Cross-site Scripting
Cross-Site Scripting is basically a special type of injection attack in which untrusted
input gets embedded in the HTML document of an application and then interpreted as
if it was an actual part of this document. It allows an attacker to execute JavaScript
code in the context of the browser of a victim. The injection can occur as part of an
HTTP request or locally when user input is handled by JavaScript code, processed and
included in the web page. XSS vulnerabilities allow the inclusion of markup ranging
from simple HTML tags manipulating the appearance of the page layout to JavaScript
code that can furthermore execute a multitude of malicious actions on behalf of an
attacker. The main cause why this type of attack is possible, is the absence of proper
input filtering or sanitization in web applications when data from an untrusted source is
accepted, processed inside the app and included in the output. Since the attack surface
of websites is many times huge, it is often hard to cover all possible input channels. XSS
payloads can be infiltrated through URLs, forms, cookies, HTTP headers and other data
sources that are visible to the web-server, the programming language runtime or the web
application on the client side.

A typical example would be a website that contains an input box (e.g. to search for some
items). The data of this input box is passed as parameter in the URL to a server side
script that generates the response dynamically. In the resulting response page the data
of the input box (i.e. the search term) gets included. An exploitation of this functionality
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is illustrated with the following URL that accepts the parameter p which carries the data
of the input box.

http://example.com/?p=<script>alert("XSS")</script>

When a value like this is provided and simply mirrored into the resulting response by a
PHP script like the following:

<html>
<head><title>test</title></head>
<body>

The parameter p was: <?php echo $_GET[’p’]; ?>
</body>
</html>

Then the script tag and its contents will be embedded and interpreted by the browser,
resulting in an “alert” message pop-up. So an attacker could craft a link that leads to this
URL and provide arbitrary JavaScript code. A user that gets tricked into following this
link will then unknowingly execute the code in the context of his or her browser with all
the privileges and access to data the website has there. While this is a trivial example that
can be easily avoided, many more sophisticated techniques exist [13, 15, 18, 77, 121–123].
In the year 2000 one of the first XSS attacks was publicly documented [75]. Since then
they have evolved a lot.

Now that we know how XSS works and that we can execute JavaScript one might ask
why do we need to worry about this? JavaScript runs in a sandboxed environment in
the browser. The interaction with everything else outside the browser is very limited.
There is no direct access to read or write files in the file system. You can not execute
or install arbitrary programs or change any settings of the browser or operating system,
without the user explicitly allowing it or taking actions by him/herself. But JavaScript
can do a lot of other things that might not seem dangerous at the first glance. It can
record keystrokes, clicks and several other user interactions. It can make HTTP requests
through many different techniques. While it cannot read from arbitrary network locations
it can send data to arbitrary URLs and IP addresses. It has access to all the data the
vulnerable website can write data to, like cookies and web storage. It can manipulate
the appearance of the web application and hide malicious actions behind benign ones.

All this leads to a multitude of serious threats to which users of a vulnerable web
application are exposed. A malicious actor can perform phishing by changing the target
of forms or duplicating the data when the submit button is clicked and also sending
them to their own server effectively stealing the data. Another possibility would be to
create new forms that appear as legitimate part of the website and grabbing additional
data that a user would never be required to share on the website this way. A keylogger
could be easily injected into the website that records everything a user writes. This
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can be achieved through listening for DOM events that are emitted when a user presses
keys of the keyboard. Cookies of an authenticated user can be stolen. This allows the
attacker to overtake the account of a victim and perform actions on their behalf like
transferring money. Cryptographic keys that are used by a website and stored in the
browsers local storage can be read and abused to decrypt private data. The address
where a user sends a payment or sensitive information can be changed behind the scene
while the user still sees the one he/she typed. The data would thus be transferred to
some different destination without the user noticing. An attacker could create a botnet
out of a websites users making them involuntarily participants in Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attacks that can take down web applications by producing excessive
loads of HTTP traffic.

3.2 Cross-site Scripting Types
There exist three distinct categories in which XSS attacks can be classified. Throughout
the literature it is generally agreed on those three. In some cases DOM-based (type-0)
XSS is considered as part of reflected XSS [18, 121, 124–126].

3.2.1 Reflected (type-1)

In a reflected XSS attack, the payload that should be executed is present in the HTTP
request and will be transfered back to the user in the response. The web application that
is running on the server is responsible for embedding the payload in the HTML response.
Usually this is done by an adversary through tricking a victim into clicking a prepared
link (like a HTML link that hides the actual URL text) that contains the exploit code.

A visualization of an example can be seen in Figure 3.1. The web application in this
example can be seen as some kind of social network where users can view pictures. The
parameter p of the URL where a picture can be viewed is vulnerable. The steps required
to perform a reflected XSS attack using a vulnerability in this example web application
are as follows:

1. The attacker identifies the XSS vulnerability in the web application that can be
abused for malicious purposes.

2. The attacker sends a poisoned link to the victim (in this example as part of an
email) and tricks him/her into clicking it.

3. The victim accesses the link containing the XSS payload and loads it in the browser.

4. The payload that was sent with the request is included in the response by the
website.

5. In the browser of the victim the exploit gets executed and the session cookie gets
stolen allowing the attacker to log into the victims account and impersonate it.
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of a reflected XSS attack.

3.2.2 Persistent (type-2)

Persistent XSS, also known as stored XSS, gets permanently saved in the web application
and is always served to every user that visits a vulnerable page that includes the payload.
So no direct interaction with a victim is required. It is harder to detect than reflected
XSS, since it is not necessary that the malicious content can be found in the request.
Also the payload might appear on a completely different and unrelated page than where
the actual injection happened because it is loaded from some kind of persistent storage.

A visualization of an example can be seen in Figure 3.2 on page 21. In this example
of a persistent XSS attack, the website represents a simple message board where users
can post comments. On the page there is a HTML form to submit new messages which
will be stored in a database on the server by the web application. Furthermore the last
message is always displayed on the page. Data submitted through the form will be shown
there without any sanitization applied. To exploit this behavior the following steps can
be taken:

1. The attacker identifies the XSS vulnerability in the web application that can be
abused for malicious purposes.

2. Then the attacker injects JavaScript code via the form when posting a new message.
The website saves it in its database.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of a persistent XSS attack.

3. A victim later accesses the page where the last comment can be viewed. The
attacker does not have to interact with the victim at all.

4. The web-server delivers the page in the response. The malicious JavaScript payload
gets loaded from the database and inserted, afterwards it is interpreted by the
browser of the victim.

5. The payload gets executed and like in the previous example sends the victims
session cookie to an attacker controlled server.

Note that any user that visits the page and sees the message the attacker posted is
susceptible for the attack. The exploit will send the cookies of users to the attacker as
long as it is accessible on the website, which in this specific case can be an unlimited
amount of time as long as the attack payload does not get removed from the database
or a newer comment gets posted such that another message is shown instead of the
attacker’s.

3.2.3 DOM-based (type-0)

The third type of XSS called DOM-based XSS, named after the DOM [127], can have
some similarities with reflected and persistent XSS. Like in reflected XSS the URL is
also one of the most interesting attack points here, but instead of involving a server,
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type-0 attacks can appear in purely static HTML sites. Also it can be stored persistently
somewhere in the browsers data storages and later retrieved and executed from there.
The main difference between this type and the other two is that a server is not involved
in the actual vulnerability, but the client-side JavaScript code. This is the reason why it
is sometimes also called local XSS. It was also documented much later than the other
two types, first in the year 2005 [128]. In DOM-based attacks JavaScript code that
already exists in the page is utilized and serves as an entry point to either manipulate
the structure of the page through methods provided by the DOM API or perform a
conversion of the string payload to JavaScript code and run it. A script that accesses
the URL or parts thereof and mirrors this information somewhere in the page, can be
abused for XSS injection as an example. The URL is not the only input channel, several
others exist and are explained later in more detail.
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of a DOM-based (client-side) XSS attack.

An example is visualized in Figure 3.3. This time the website consists of a single purely
static HTML document. The server does not manipulate the response in any way, it just
serves the HTML file. The functionality of this page is just a simple search box, but
instead of processing the search on the server, the client side JavaScript is responsible for
that. The DOM-based attack that can be seen works as follows:

1. The attacker identifies the XSS vulnerability in the web application that can be
abused for malicious purposes.
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2. Similar to the reflected attack, the attacker sends a URL to the victim. The payload
is included as the value of an URL parameter.

3. The victim clicks the link and retrieves the web page.

4. The website returns the response, which is still clean at this point, it is just the
same static HTML file that would be served if no parameter was provided.

5. As soon as the browser interprets the response it executes the JavaScript. The
payload will get accessed by a JavaScript function, included and executed.

6. Finally the attacker can steal the sensitive information.

Since code like this, where a user can perform simple tasks on a website like a search box,
is increasingly offloaded on the client side in order to save processing power for other
tasks, this type of XSS is more prevalent than ever.

3.3 Black-box Vulnerability Testing

In black-box testing the functionality of an application is tested without regard to the
actual inner workings. Knowledge about the implementation, the programming languages
or the technology stack behind the application is not necessary. This property makes
black-box testing approaches portable which is important since web applications are
written in many different programming languages. For almost all languages a web
application framework exists, which removes the hassle of dealing with low level HTTP
requests and other common issues and makes developing for the web in a certain language
easy. So a generic black-box vulnerability testing approach once developed can be used
for practically any web application without further changes. However there are also
several challenges specific to this type of testing methodology.

The absence of the actual source code makes it necessary to explore all possible entry
points of the web application where external data is accepted and processed. Usually the
different pages and subsections can be found by following links from a starting page at the
root and recursively iterating over all newly discovered links. Problems might arise when
pages are not linked with simple HTML anchor tags but dynamically generated buttons
and links. Then the scanner needs to interpret the HTML and JavaScript in order to
get to the correct links. Also handling authentication protected areas and avoiding state
changes in the web application need to be considered. When the scanner triggers an
irreversible state change and locks down the web application it might have a disastrous
impact on the vulnerability analysis phase. For example if the program deletes several
data records that open special areas in the web application where a vulnerability resides
it might not be accessible later on and makes it impossible to discover the vulnerability.

Another challenge is the generation of test data or better the actual attack payloads. The
more different payloads are generated the more time is consumed to test them against the
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test subject and determine if they reveal a vulnerability. The detection rate also depends
on sophisticated payloads. It is important to minimize the amount of test data and
different test cases while having enough payloads to exercise all functionality provided by
a web application and maximize the discovery of exploitable flaws. The questions of how
to mutate and adapt payloads when filtering mechanisms are applied, how to deal with
sanitizer functions and if they can be evaded need to be thought of.

Furthermore a black-box vulnerability scanner needs an oracle to determine whether a
payload was actually successful and found a vulnerability or if the test case failed and
the web application handled the input data correctly or at least in a way that does not
open the door for an attacker. This can be as simple as performing a string search in the
HTTP response, but it can also be much harder, especially in the case of XSS testing.
For example when trying to identify DOM-based XSS there is no response to inspect.
A JavaScript interpreter is necessary to track down through which functions the data
gets propagated and where it ends up. For a static scanner it makes no difference if the
data gets escaped and securely stored or passed to a function that parses it as if it was
JavaScript code. It will be blind and can impossibly detect the vulnerability other than
taking a lucky guess. When searching for vulnerabilities that get persisted in the web
application the author(s) of a vulnerability scanner also needs to consider how to map
the payload that triggered the vulnerability to the actual payload that was sent to the
entry point. This might be on a completely different location and might be transformed
on the way to the exit point where it appears on the surface again.
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CHAPTER 4
FOXSS

In this thesis we present FOXSS (short for “Finding Only XSS”), a prototype imple-
mentation to automatically detect XSS vulnerabilities in Web applications. It is written
in JavaScript, uses the electron1 framework as its runtime and consists of more than
7000 lines of program code. The system can detect all types of XSS vulnerabilities
in web applications automatically and requires only minimal configuration. This is
achieved without the need of a human analyst to manually provide information about
which parameters or entry points to use. All potential vulnerabilities are verified by the
system and, if found valid, at least one proof of concept exploit will be provided which is
guaranteed to execute and being able to trigger arbitrary JavaScript code. This approach
ensures zero false positives and easy confirmation of the results for a human analyst.
Furthermore, the payload template generated by FOXSS can be used to build custom
XSS payloads to further verify and expose the impact of the found vulnerability.

On the technical side, the majority of requests during analysis of a web application
are made through a browser engine. This enhances the process to reliably detect the
necessary contextual information. It must be ensured that the payload data, which
consists of HTML and JavaScript is interpreted in exactly the same way as it would be in
a regular browser. Environments that emulate a browser are not enough for this purpose.
They often lack features and do not provide the same level of support for the HTML
and JavaScript standards as an up to date regular browser. This might void certain
DOM elements or JavaScript features that can be abused for XSS attacks. Analysis
results might become imprecise and miss crucial aspects that are required for the exploit
generation algorithm. Also the verification might not be the same, thus leading to either
false positives or and increase of false negative results. However, in some cases the raw
textual HTTP communication is important. Especially when filters and encodings in
the response data need to be detected. JavaScript APIs for accessing the DOM only

1https://electronjs.org/
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4. FOXSS

have access to the data that was already interpreted by the browser engine. But the raw
data might have been changed after it was processed by the browser. Furthermore, the
delimiters of attributes of HTML elements can only be detected by statically analyzing
the raw textual response.

The electron framework provides the perfect basis for our needs. It combines Node.js2
with the Chrome browser and builds a comfortable API over those two components. So
we can use a modern browser engine which allows us to hook and manipulate JavaScript
at a lower level than the one that is available to the tested web application while not
needing to manipulate it at the source code level of the browser engine. This keeps our
changes portable between updates of the browser engine and also allows us to make
changes adaptable at a fine grained level. Some JavaScript modifications are just relevant
for certain requests, the processing of a group of pages or only in a specific stage of the
analysis. We can also use regular HTTP requests provided by Node.js. The ability
to process a web application like it was run in a real browser also opens the possibility
to simulate user interactions and better analyze applications that heavily use dynamic
content. For data extraction the DOM APIs can be used, which provide simple methods
for the search and access of specific attributes as well as the gathering of contextual
information. Custom parsing code that might be error prone can be avoided in many
cases.

To accomplish the previously made claims there are basically three steps involved in the
analysis process of a web application:

i First it is necessary to identify all or as many data flows as possible. Without
knowing where user controlled data can enter the application or failing to find
the corresponding exit sink makes it impossible to further test these potentially
vulnerable contexts. Also data validation and filtering mechanisms that might be in-
between an entry and an exit point are important. Finding and correctly analyzing
their behavior provides vital information which can be used later in refining the
payloads to test. The more fine-grained information that can be gathered in this
first step, the more precise attacks can be created which avoids unnecessary tests
and as a result spares time and processing power later on.

ii After the data flows are located the next step is to create a set of payloads that
could be executed according to the contextual constraints like the surroundings
of the exit point and filtering techniques. Since most of the time there is a large
degree of unknown parameters, multiple different payloads and variations thereof
are generated.

iii In the third step the payloads are encoded according to the information that was
gathered about the entry point and tested until the execution of one is triggered.
At this point testing of the data flow can be stopped, since a valid exploit was

2https://nodejs.org/en/
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found. Otherwise the number of untested payloads will exhaust after some time
which will categorize the data flow as safe.

4.1 Data Flow Analysis

The identification of data flows is the first and most important part in the whole process
from requesting a URL to finding an exploitable vulnerability. A data flow in the system
consists of a single entry point and one or more exit points. An entry point contains all
information to make a certain HTTP-request as well as instructions to perform optional
user actions on the web-page like clicking a button or similar. All fields of the entry
point that can be used as data entry sources are stored individually and easily accessible.
An exit point contains a reference to a specific field of the associated entry point that is
relevant for reproducing the injection of data at a certain location by using the entry point
information and replacing this field with a payload. Furthermore all relevant context
sensitive information about the final data sink is stored. If the sink is in a HTML context
the hierarchy of parent elements, other attributes of a HTML element and attribute
delimiters are saved. In a JavaScript context the surrounding code and function calls
are saved. Possible filtered characters are also analyzed, added and saved in a separate
scan stage. Also included is the actual URL since the exit point might be located on a
different page than the entry point was, because of redirects or persistent storage of the
input data that was passed to the entry point.

4.1.1 Entry Point Detection

Detecting entry points combines the obvious approach of extracting the targets of link
elements with more advanced ones. Naturally a user navigates the web application
through links that can be most commonly found in HTML anchor tags. But there are
several other possibilities to discover areas of the web application. Basically all href
attributes and others which might reveal structural information like src and data
attributes of elements are extracted. Also the targets of forms are resolved with respect
to the host of the web application, normalized into the internal URL format and added.
For all requests non-standard HTTP headers that might appear are recorded. This
data could also be extracted in a static environment, just dissecting the raw HTTP
requests. However many more entry sources are gathered dynamically by instrumenting
the JavaScript that is exposed by the browser engine. So URLs and other data relevant
for entry points which might be assembled at runtime can be gathered. Functions that
can perform HTTP requests or retrieve data somehow need to be monitored. Those
include the XMLHttpRequest, Websocket and fetch objects. Access to unsafe data
sources like document.cookie and document.referrer that can be accessed by
JavaScript but are dependent on HTTP headers are observed. Mechanisms to share
data between different origins like setting window.name and the postMessage API
need to be observed. Since those dynamic and potentially also the static features might
be hidden behind some user interaction and generated dynamically, after the page load
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click-, submit- and drop events are artificially crafted and dispatched in order to reveal
them.

The full list of entry points and data sources that are interesting for XSS and get tested
in FOXSS are listed in Table 4.1.

4.1.2 Exit Point Detection

All URLs that were gathered in the previous phase are split into their parts creating a
large number of possible entry sources. Every path element, query parameter (name as
well as value), hash, header, cookie and found DOM-entry point is separately tested. For
each of those entry fields a unique identifier is generated, their original value is replaced
and a modified request is sent. The exit point detection component will then examine
the response for those identifiers.

Like the entry point analysis, the exit point analysis consists of static and dynamic
analysis components. Static analysis uses XPath selectors to detect exit point identifiers
located in element name, element content, HTML comment, attribute name and attribute
value contexts. The dynamic analysis component hooks interesting JavaScript functions
and objects. When one of them is called at runtime they are automatically detected
and the calls inspected whether they contain our identifiers or not. These functions
include the script generating contexts eval, setTimeout, setInterval and various
aliases of the Function-constructor call, all of which can create JavaScript code at
runtime. DOM-generating function calls like those to document.write, document.
writeln, Element.prototype.innerHTML, Element.prototype.outerHTML,
Element.prototype.insertAdjacentHTML and createContextualFragment
of the Range.prototype object. Also various versions of document.createElement
in combination with setting a specific attribute are intercepted. Location changing
contexts resulting through the manipulation of the location-object together with
its functions and properties and the window.open function are dangerous sinks and
are monitored. HTTP request methods in JavaScript provided by XMLHttpRequest,
Websocket and fetch get observed for request contexts. Additionally all DOM-insertion
methods are proxied and checked if dynamically generated elements which have some
properties that contain the exit point marker are passed to them. Otherwise they would
be missed since they are not detected by the static analysis.

In Table 4.2 all relevant exit contexts and their specific sinks are listed. A description of
why they are interesting and what they can do can be found next to them.

4.1.3 Filter Detection

Filter analysis requires the raw HTML response in textual form. The HTML response
interpreted by the browser might be cleaned of erroneous elements and invalid characters,
but to detect filter transformations in particular of special characters that resemble
control sequences, the output of the web applications needs to be original. That is why
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Data source Description

URL sources

path fragment URL paths are split up on slashes. For each of those parts/fragments a
test is generated. Example: /a/b/c would lead to 3 tests.

query parameter name The name part of a query parameter is tested separately. Example: For
?q=a a test for q will be created.

query parameter value Example: For ?q=a a test for a will be created.
hash The hash part of an URL. It is often used in SPAs and is an important

source for DOM-based XSS. Sometimes it is used for navigation and a
path like structure is appended there.

auth* URLs might have an auth part consisting of a user:password. This is
currently not tested.

HTTP sources

Header There are many different HTTP headers that could carry exploit data.
In this approach some commonly used standard as well as non-standard
headers are tested: Cookie, Date, Forwarded, From, Referrer,
User-Agent, Via, X-Requested-With, X-Forwarded-For,
X-Forwarded-Host, X-Request-ID, X-Csrf-Token.

Body HTTP requests that can carry data in the body, like POST, can also
carry attack vectors there. Depending on the encoding type name-value
pairs are tested or just a single test for the body is created.

DOM sources

document.cookie Cookies are exposed in the client side. Name and value will be tested.
document.referrer Also the HTTP referrer if available is exposed.
window.name This property can be used (although not intended for this use) to

exchange data across different frames. As such it can be manipulated
from the outside without restrictions and has to be considered always
as dangerous when data is read from this property.

postMessage API This API was designed to communicate between different frames and
windows. The programmer needs to ensure only data from valid origins
are accepted, failing to do so makes this a dangerous source because
anyone can send data.

location** Access to the full URL.
location.href** Access to the full URL.
location.hash** Access to the URL hash.
location.search** Access to the URL search part containing the query.
location.pathname** Access to the URL path.
document.documentURI** Access to the full URL.
document.URL** Access to the full URL.
document.baseURI** Access to the full URL.
localStorage*** Data storage that can only serve as an indirect source because

something needs to be stored before retrieving it.
sessionStorage*** Data storage that can only serve as an indirect source because

something needs to be stored before retrieving it.
IndexedDB*** Data storage that can only serve as an indirect source because

something needs to be stored before retrieving it.
history.pushState*** Indirectly manipulates the location object.
history.replaceState*** Indirectly manipulates the location object.

* Currently not used in the approach.
** Not separately tested and/or observed, since they are already covered by the tests for URL sources.
*** Not a direct source, needs another source to be useful. Not currently used.

Table 4.1: Possible entry points and data sources.
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only HTTP requests are used instead of performing the requests of this analysis stage in
the browser engine.

Since the actual data flows are already known at this stage, only those need to be
tested instead of all possible entry points. Payloads consisting of identifiers and special
characters get injected into the input channels and the resulting string that arrives at
the exit point is analyzed. If the original string can be found it is likely that no filters
are active. On the other hand when some characters are missing or replaced with others
this information about those characters is saved.

The most important characters are angle brackets < > for HTML tags, quotes " ’ for
attributes and parenthesis and the backtick character ( ) ‘ for JavaScript function calls.
Several more interesting characters or strings can be tested like data: and base64;
for data-URLs. Depending on the actual exit context of the respective data flow the
importance of these might vary. In a HTML attribute context angle brackets and quotes
are important, because the availability of them determines if a breakout of the context is
possible which increases the number of potential XSS payload candidates. In a JavaScript
context the availability of parenthesis and backtick character are important because
either the former or the latter are necessary to perform a function call. Also the other
characters are interesting in this context since a breakout might be the only option for
execution, depending on the surroundings.

A few problems need to be considered. Testing all special characters at once would be
the fastest way since the number of requests is at the minimum. Depending on the filter,
testing multiple characters at once might lead to some interference. For example a filter
might strip the whole input if one of the characters is blacklisted. Testing one character
or string at a time would avoid this, but also increase the scan time the more special
strings are tested. It might be even faster not restricting the payloads at all by the
filter information. There might also be filtering mechanisms that only remove certain
characters in combination with other characters, like a filter that removes angle brackets
when a HTML-element is detected but not otherwise. In general the filter functions
cannot be reconstructed at all times. This is why the first approach, which has the least
performance impact is used.

4.2 Payload Generation

All data that was gathered up to now will influence the payload creation and selection.
Each exit context has its own set of attack vectors which are then reduced according
to the available filtering information. If possible alternative representations that avoid
restricted characters are generated. The availability of a breakout from the current
context to a different context is also considered.

The attack vectors were composed from various sources [32, 129–132]. All of them meet the
requirement that they will automatically and directly execute a specific piece of JavaScript
code when they are injected successfully into the web-page. No additional action is
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required. Furthermore they should run in all modern browsers (without guarantee) and
at least in Chrome/Chromium (hard requirement). No browser specific vectors or vectors
for outdated browsers are used.

All the vectors that can be seen in Table 4.3 represent base attack vectors. They can be
obfuscated or changed to a certain degree through the following techniques:

JavaScript: For JavaScript code multiple different encoding techniques can be used.
Discussing them all would be out of scope so only a few aspects will be covered
here, details can be found in [29, 30, 133, 134]. Since it is possible to generate code
from strings at runtime through various functions, it is easy to change the actual
characters that are used in the payloads. Strings can be encoded as numbers or as
sequences of special characters like in [135]. Required functions can be accessed
through alternate indexes or keys in the object and prototype chains without
specifying their actual name.

HTML: HTML parsers ignore some characters in specific locations of HTML elements
and have a certain degree of fault tolerance. This allows the introduction of
additional (useless) characters or leave some out, to break up the structure. In the
formal specification the space characters are defined as (in ascii hex representation)
\x09 \x0A \x0C \x0D \x20 3. From first to last these are the tab character
(ascii hex: 0x09), the line feed (0x0A), the form feed (0x0C), the carriage return
(0x0D) and the space (0x20). Considering the following HTML tag structure and
its different sections, several possibilities for obfuscation exist:

<(a)tagname(b)(c)attributename(d)=(e)(f)attributevalue(f)(g)>

(a) Between the tag opener meta character (<) and the tagname: Only more <
characters are allowed.

(b) Between the tagname and the first attribute: The space characters \x09
\x0A \x0C \x0D \x20 and the slash (/). All of them are valid separators
of the tagname and the first attribute. A valid example would be <tag////
attr=x>.

(c) Between attributes: The space characters \x09 \x0A \x0C \x0D \x20. A
slash before the attribute name is also allowed, but only in combination with
at least one of the space characters, not as a standalone separator.

(d) Before the attribute name-value separator (=): The space characters \x09
\x0A \x0C \x0D \x20.

(e) After the attribute name-value separator (=): The space characters \x09
\x0A \x0C \x0D \x20.

(f) Before and after the attribute value delimiter: The space characters \x09
\x0A \x0C \x0D \x20.

3https://www.w3.org/TR/html51/infrastructure.html#space-characters
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(g) Before the tag closing meta character (>): The space characters \x09 \x0A
\x0C \x0D \x20 and the slash (/).

There are additionally differences between browsers. Those can be found here4.

URL protocol: Also the protocol schema can be obfuscated. Assuming the following
URL and its sections:

(a)java(b)script(c):alert(1)

The following characters are allowed in the respective section:

(a) At the beginning or before the protocol: \x09 \x0A \x0D \x20 The tab,
newline, carriage return and space character.

(b) Between any characters of the protocol: \x09 \x0A \x0D The tab, newline
and carriage return character.

(c) Before the colon: \x09 \x0A \x0D The tab, newline and carriage return
character.

Again there are differences between browsers and even between different versions
of the same browser 5.

data URLs: Data URLs help avoiding character restrictions because they allow base64
encoding which can be used to convert textual data containing special characters
into mostly alphanumeric data. The format of data URLs is like this:

data:[<MIME-Type>][;charset=<Charset>][;base64],<Data>

For most of our use cases specifying the mime-type is not necessary. Using data
URLs in contexts that import HTML will automatically treat the data as HTML
even without the correct text/html mime-type. Also the charset is negligible. So
most of the time the data URL can be reduced to a format that only contains the
following special characters : ; , + / = when encoded in base64.

4.3 Exploit Verification
After creating the payloads for every data flow they are tested in a sandbox. The actual
requests are derived from the data flow and the payload. In the sandbox the requests are
executed and the responding content interpreted by the browser engine. The JavaScript
functionality of the browser engine in the sandbox is extended by a special non-standard
function which is exposed in the global JavaScript context of the sandbox. This top
level function can be called standalone like other global functions. It accepts a single

4https://html5sec.org/#100
5https://html5sec.org/#101
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parameter, the id of the payload that was responsible to trigger it. Internally this id is
transferred back to FOXSS where it can be processed. So if an XSS payload is successful
it will trigger exactly this function. In this way it can be guaranteed that a potential
vulnerability can in fact be exploited. The custom function can be replaced by pretty
much any JavaScript code for real world exploits. When the payload can not be verified
through a function invocation it will not be counted as XSS vulnerability, so no false
positive results will be generated.

So why was exactly this mechanism for verifying the vulnerabilities and payloads chosen?
This approach has the advantage that a vulnerability verified through it has the following
guaranteed properties:

i The payload can execute a JavaScript function. This automatically means we can
almost always choose any arbitrary code as a replacement because of the runtime
code generation abilities available in JavaScript. To show that the vulnerability
exists a human analyst can for example then just create a pop-up window or make
a HTTP request in order to present the successful XSS attack.

ii Another property is that it will not conflict with any existing code or overwrite
existing variables. The name can be assigned arbitrarily. If we would have chosen to
hook or replace an already existing function we would always have some interference
when the code of the web application also uses the same function. So additional
filtering would be required in order to know if the function call originates from the
payload or the web application.

iii The impact on the execution of the web application in the browser is minimal
and the characters required in the payload can be kept small. If we would have
decided to verify the exploit by issuing a HTTP request we would need to expose
additional server side functionality to handle these requests. The time a HTTP
request takes is many times higher than an internal function call. Also the code for
the payload would be much bigger and would require more special characters that
can be avoided otherwise. HTTP requests might also not be possible in every case
or might be blocked.

4.4 Scanner Structure

Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the generalized interacting components. In the user
interface one can provide a URL as a starting point, together with one of three crawl
options. The first one limits crawling only to the provided URL itself. The second one
does the same but to a single depth level so that only the provided URL and all of the
URLs found on it are analyzed. The last one provides a full recursive crawl. The domain
of the specified URL will be set as the base host. All further URLs that are found will
be checked if they belong to the same base host. If this is not the case they will not get
analyzed. Furthermore the current processing steps of a scan can be monitored in the UI.
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Figure 4.1: High level view of the scanner architecture.
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Multiple scans can be scheduled and will be executed one after another. A log section
records low level internal data. When data flows and later XSS vulnerabilities are found,
they and their associated details can be viewed in separate categories.

In the backend the scan configuration will be passed to the data flow analyzer where
internal data structures for further analysis components are created. Scan requests are
then passed to sandboxes where they are processed and loaded as if it was a regular
browser. Each sandbox loads its own analysis component and JavaScript context which
might have been instrumented according to rules of the analysis component it contains.
The data flow analyzer will begin executing the initial information provided by a user.
The entry point analyzer will then possibly gather more URLs that are recursively
analyzed for further entry points. Afterwards the exit point analyzer will probe all entry
points succeeded by the filter analyzer that will test the detected data flows for filtering
mechanisms. After all information from the entry point analyzer, exit point analyzer and
filter analyzer has been aggregated and optimized the detected data flows are available
for further processing. data flows will be also listed in the UI for examination. In the
current prototype the XSS analyzer will access this data and will create XSS attack
payloads for each data flow. The payload generator will utilize all the data flow details
and provide as many payloads that might be successful as possible. In a separate sandbox
the attacks will be executed and verified. A local HTTP server exposes an endpoint that
serves payloads which can only be included remotely through URLs. So eventually the
sandbox will request data from this server. Finally detected vulnerabilities together with
their proof of concept exploits are reported in the UI.
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Data sink Description

HTML sinks

Element name The name of a HTML tag: <SINK attr="">
Element content The content of a HTML tag: <tag>SINK</tag>
Comment Inside a HTML comment: <!- SINK ->
Attribute name Name of an attribute of an element: <tag SINK="">
Attribute value Value of an attribute of an element: <tag attr="SINK">

DOM script generation

eval Runtime code generation of the input. eval(SINK)
setTimeout Runtime code generation of the input. setTimeout(SINK,

123)
setInterval Runtime code generation of the input. setInterval(SINK,

123)
new Function Runtime code generation of the input. new Function(arg,

SINK)

DOM HTML generation

document.write Interprets the string as DOM elements and inserts them into
the DOM.

document.writeln Same as above.
Element.prototype.innerHTML = Interpretation of the argument as DOM nodes and insertion as

element content.
Element.prototype.outerHTML = Interpretation of the argument as DOM nodes and insertion

surrounding content of the element.
Element.prototype.insertAdjacentHTML Interpretation of the argument as DOM nodes and insertion at

a specific place relative to the element.
Range.prototype.createContextualFragment Creation of DOM from a string. Needs to be inserted separately.
document.createElement(’script’).src = Code generation and execution of the argument.
document.createElement(’script’).textContent
=

Code generation and execution of the argument.

document.createElement(’script’).innerText
=

Code generation and execution of the argument.

document.createElement(’script’).text = Code generation and execution of the argument.
document.createElement(’link’).href = Import HTML or execute script from URL argument.
document.createElement(’iframe’).src = Import HTML or execute script from URL argument.
document.createElement(’iframe’).srcdoc = Create HTML content.
document.createElement(’object’).data = Import HTML or execute script from URL argument.
document.createElement(’embed’).src = Import HTML or execute script from URL argument.

DOM location changers

location = Changes location to a specific URL. Can be used to execute
attack vectors through data or javascript protocol or change
to attacker controlled site.

location.href = Same as above.
location.assign Same as above.
location.replace Same as above.
window.open Same as above, but opens a new window instead of changing

current.

JavaScript request

XMLHttpRequest.prototype.open Retrieve attacker controlled content or exfiltrate data.
XMLHttpRequest.prototype.send Same as above.
window.fetch Same as above.

DOM node insertion

Node.prototype.appendChild Indirect sink. Dangerous when the node/element itself or
certain attributes or content of the inserted Node can be
controlled.

Node.prototype.insertBefore Same as above.
Node.prototype.replaceChild Same as above.
Element.prototype.insertAdjacentElement Same as above.
Element.prototype.append Same as above.
Element.prototype.prepend Same as above.
Element.prototype.before Same as above.
Element.prototype.after Same as above.
Element.prototype.replaceWith Same as above.

Table 4.2: Possible exit contexts and data sinks.
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Vector Description
PAYLOAD A raw JavaScript payload.
javascript:PAYLOAD A raw JavaScript payload with the javascript protocol. This can

be used in contexts where a URL is required.
<script>PAYLOAD</script> A HTML script element.
<img src onerror=PAYLOAD> Using the onerror-handler on elements that try to retrieve

content from a specific location. The location (src or href
attribute) is not set or set to some invalid value (x) which will
generate an error and call the code specified in the onerror
attribute.

<video src onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<video><source onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<audio src onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<audio><source onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<script src onerror=PAYLOAD></script> Variation of previous.
<input type=image src onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<link rel=stylesheet href=x onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<link rel=prefetch href=x onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<link rel=preload href=x onerror=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<iframe onload=PAYLOAD> Uses the onload event handler to execute the code of this

attributes’ value. The code is immediately executed as soon as
the element is loaded.

<svg onload=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<style onload=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<input autofocus onfocus=PAYLOAD> The onfocus handler in combination with the autofocus

attribute will directly execute the payload. This is available on
some form elements.

<select autofocus onfocus=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<textarea autofocus onfocus=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<button autofocus onfocus=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<video src onloadstart=PAYLOAD> Specific for audio and video elements there exists an onloadstart

attribute which will execute code. A source or src attribute is
necessary for this handler otherwise it will not get the loadstart
event.

<video onloadstart=PAYLOAD><source> Variation of previous.
<audio src onloadstart=PAYLOAD> Variation of previous.
<audio onloadstart=PAYLOAD><source> Variation of previous.
<iframe src=PAYLOAD> Loads and embeds the HTML or JavaScript content from a

URL provided to src. Can use JavaScript URLs.
<link rel=import href=PAYLOAD> Can use URLs to import HTML or JavaScript and execute it.
<object data=PAYLOAD></object> Variation of previous.
<embed src=PAYLOAD></embed> Variation of previous.
<script src=PAYLOAD></script> Variation of previous.
<iframe srcdoc=PAYLOAD> The payload here is an inline HTML fragment or in otherwords

another attack vector of this list. Special characters can be
encoded as HTML entities.

<svg><script>PAYLOAD</script></svg> A script inside an svg element supports special characters
encoded as HTML entities. Directly executes the JavaScript
payload.

<details open ontoggle=PAYLOAD> The combination of open and ontoggle on the details element
automatically executes the payload.

<body onload=PAYLOAD> Onload on the body tag.
<body onpageshow=PAYLOAD> The onpageshow eventhandler of the body tag works similar to

onload and automatically executes the payload.
<body onscroll=PAYLOAD><h1><br>[...] If the content of the body is long enough to overflow the window

size, the onscroll handler can be used to directly execute code.
Here h1 (to increase the line height) and br elements are used.

HOST+"/s/PAYLOAD/" Represents an external URL that loads a piece of JavaScript
code.

HOST+"/h/PAYLOAD/" Represents an external URL that loads a complete HTML page.
HOST+"/f/PAYLOAD/" Represents an external URL that loads a HTML fragment.

Table 4.3: XSS attack vectors used in FOXSS. The keyword PAYLOAD will be replaced
by JavaScript code. 37





CHAPTER 5
Testing Environment

Creating a testing environment with numerous test cases for automated XSS vulnerability
scanners was another main part of this thesis. To properly compare and evaluate scanners,
a large number of different test cases that cover all possible input channels, exit contexts
and also provide filtering mechanisms on the input data are required. To ensure that as
many different types and aspects of XSS vulnerabilities as possible are covered in the
test cases, I started with examining already existing testbeds that contain tests with
XSS flaws. Most of the publicly available testbeds for web application vulnerabilities
focus on providing few test cases for a broad range of vulnerability classes rather than
focusing on diverse and specialized test cases for each class. Since the test amount and
quality is often very low an evaluation of scanners in these testbeds would not yield
good comparative results. Another problem with existing testbeds is their layout. Those
that are designed to model real world web applications contain unnecessary barriers.
User accounts, login zones and restricted areas need a lot more additional logic just
to correctly crawl through the site structure. Overcoming the structural complexity
of a web application is not a primary research focus of this thesis. It would require
additional configuration and logic in the scanner to handle such applications in order to not
terminate a test session prematurely for example because a “logout”-function is triggered
accidentally. Furthermore some scanners do not even have such configuration options,
including FOXSS. A suitable testbed should also have a separation of vulnerabilities by
type such that it is possible to specifically test a certain category or a small amount of
vulnerabilities at a time, which makes identifying problems in the scanner implementation
easier. To sum it up an optimal testing environment should have the following properties:

• A maximum number of different test cases for all three categories of XSS organized
in a tree like structure of the web application.

• Requires no complicated scanner setup like associating session cookies or login
routines and areas that depend on session information.
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• Each test case can be identified by its own URL. Additional pages like indirect
placements of the XSS payloads should be only reachable through the subtree of a
test case.

• A single URL should not contain more than one variant of a bug that can be
exploited, in order to make the result assessment easier.

• No additional unnecessary styling, image or multimedia content that is not required
for the execution of a test case. This would just increase the amount of data
transfered each request and slow down the scanning process.

Three publicly accessible testbeds were chosen for a more detailed examination, since
they stated in their description that they featured XSS test cases. Those were WebGoat
[136], DVWA [137] and Google Firing Range [41, 76]. All were packaged as a docker
image for portability. The four testbeds are discussed below.

WebGoat WebGoat version 7.1 is not dedicated to XSS vulnerabilities only but also
showcases many other flaws that can be present in web apps. It is designed to act more
as a learning tool and teach the concepts of the included vulnerabilities rather than to
be evaluated by an automated scanner. Hints and solutions for each vulnerability as well
as detailed descriptions are provided. In order to access the test cases of WebGoat a
login has to be performed. The test cases contain: Three simple stored XSS attacks,
two reflected and a few DOM-based tests. There are no interesting escaping or filtering
mechanisms. There are simply not enough test cases that would justify running WebGoat
as a separate testbed, so this testbed was dropped.

DVWA DVWA version 1.9 also features various web application vulnerabilities. Re-
garding XSS, all 3 types are supported with four different filtering mechanism examples
each. Two of those are no-filter and secure-filter (security levels low and impossible
respectively). Furthermore two filters exist that depending on the XSS category either
remove ‘<script‘ tags, use case sensitive filters that can be bypassed by mixed case
HTML tags, or are simply not applied to all input fields. The filter level that is applied
is controlled by a cookie. So in an automated test one would need to change the cookie
value whenever a different filter should be applied and to be able to test all those 12
test cases. Since this functionality is tedious for automated testing, it is much easier to
recreate those few test cases.

Firing Range Version 0.47 which is the latest version published on Github was used.
Firing Range was designed for automated analysis and contains a huge amount of different
XSS vulnerabilities spreading over various data-sources and -sinks. The test cases are
structured into different categories and each test case has a unique URL. Not all categories
are relevant, for example “Flash Injection” is out of scope for our scanner comparison
since it would require generating flash files and testing them which none of the scanners
supports. Furthermore some individual tests that cannot be exploited in a meaningful
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way, or only work in a specific browser because they exploit some non-standard features
are available. Test cases of the reflected and the DOM-based XSS categories are included,
however none of the stored type can be found.

After manually investigating the testbeds and their relevant vulnerabilities, I came to
the conclusion that the quality as well as the quantity of XSS based test cases in all but
Firing Range was very poor. In fact Firing Range was the only testbed that focused
mainly on XSS and some related vulnerabilities and was actually designed for automated
testing as described in [34].

This lead to the creation of a custom testbed which I called XSS Playground. This testbed
was specifically engineered for the evaluation of automated tools and XSS vulnerability
testing. It contains a large number of test cases ranging from basic vulnerabilities, over
various filtering techniques to exotic test cases that can only be exploited with special
context aware payloads. It is basically separated into three categories representing the
three types of XSS. Each test case has a unique URL, one entry point and one exit point
where the payload, depending on the filtering mechanism is placed either unmodified or
transformed. Some test cases cannot be exploited due to secure filters and serve as a
measurement for false positives that might be generated by scanners. The number of
test cases that serve this purpose is rather low in contrast to the exploitable ones.

5.1 Structure

A high level view of the implementation of XSS Playground can be seen in Figure 5.1 on
page 42. It is a web application written in JavaScript for Node.js. In its 3000+ lines of
code it provides all kinds of combinations of input filters, entry and exit contexts. The
main part (WebApp) loads the configuration (some of which can be configured at runtime)
at startup and registers routers for the XSS categories. Each router is responsible to
handle the HTTP requests targeting one of its test cases. They handle retrieving the
payload from the accepted source, getting the HTML template, applying the respective
filter on the input and embedding it in the template before the HTTP response is sent to
the client. Contexts for DOM-based XSS are handled slightly different in the DOMRouter
that is why it is not using the ContextHandler in the diagram. The StoredRouter saves
the inputs in memory. When the application is restarted all stored data records will be
cleared.

The final complete test environment consists of selected test cases of Firing Range and
XSS Playground, since not all are relevant or fall in the scope. This is described in detail
in Section 5.2 on page 43. The technology stack of the complete test environment can
be seen in Figure 5.2 on page 43. As a base Docker containers are used to provide an
isolated environment. The operating system running in each container is Alpine Linux1,
a very small and minimalistic Linux distribution. The base runtime and programming
language for Firing Range is Java. Specifically version 8 is used in the container. XSS

1https://alpinelinux.org/
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Figure 5.1: High level view of the XSS Playground implementation.

Playground uses NodeJS version 8.2.1. Firing Range uses the Google Appengine2 as a
framework and provider of a web server. Internally an embedded Jetty web-server comes
into operation. In the XSS Playground the Express3 framework is used under the hood
to provide better HTTP request handling.

The overall test case and website structure for Firing Range and XSS Playground is
visualized in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively.

Firing Range has a very flat structure. From the main index page each category of test
cases can be reached, from which the actual individual test cases are linked. The unused
categories are grayed out and dashed.

In XSS Playground everything is split up into the 3 main XSS categories in a first level.
From there on various categories that indicate the origin of the entry source can be
found. Regarding DOM-based XSS the links to the individual test cases can be accessed
after the group was selected. Reflected and Stored XSS categories have an additional

2https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/
3http://expressjs.com/
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Figure 5.3: Firing range test case structure.

subcategory (view). The “all view” leads to a list of all test cases for a particular entry
point. The “filter view” restricts the test cases to a specific filter. The “context view”
provides all test cases for a certain exit context.

5.2 Test Cases

Since the exploitability of a XSS vulnerability always depends on the underlying browser
that interprets the content of a web application, it is necessary to define how a test case is
determined to be exploitable or not. Furthermore some XSS vulnerability might only be
present in certain versions of a browser and might already be secured in current versions.
As an example XSS attacks that were made available through features of a Cascading
Style Sheet (CSS) are not possible any more in modern browsers [138].

Looking at the market share of browsers one can see that Google Chrome absolutely
dominates the space. Two different sources show that nearly sixty percent of all website
visits in November 2017 combining desktop and mobile browsers are made with Chrome:
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Figure 5.4: XSS Playground test case structure.

59.49% [139] and 59.2%[140] to be precise. All tests were manually verified with Chrome
version 63, whether they could be exploited or not. If a test case was not exploitable, it
is marked as such in the evaluation table and the reason why it cannot be is discussed in
the following subsections for both testbeds. Furthermore some test cases are out of scope
for the evaluation. Those consist of vulnerabilities that are specific to certain JavaScript
libraries or when guessing has to be made by a scanner.

All eligible tools were tested against the test cases which are described in the following
sections. The number of test cases for each testbed can be found in Figure 5.5.

5.2.1 Firing Range

In general the tests provided by Firing Range often only combine one entry point with a
particular exit point, not exercising different combinations of the entry point and other
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Figure 5.5: Number of test cases and category per testbed.

exit contexts and vice versa. It provides a total of 210 test cases for the evaluation.

The test cases (in total 41) of the following categories are not part of the evaluation
because of being out of scope:

Angular-based XSSes 20 tests. Vulnerabilities are library specific.

Bad JavaScript imports 3 tests. Requires the detection of resources that are loaded from
unsafe origins, that might be attacker controlled.

CORS related vulnerabilities 3 tests. No actual XSS vulnerability test cases.

Flash Injection 2 tests. JSONP in combination with Flash.

Mixed content 1 test. Not an XSS specific vulnerability or test case.

Reverse ClickJacking 11 tests. Mostly JSONP callback specific.

Vulnerable libraries 1 test. Vulnerabilities are library specific.

The categories and test cases that are included for the evaluation and possible restrictions
thereof are:

Address DOM XSS Number of test cases: 29.

The test cases of this category belong to the DOM-based type and extract a possible
payload from the URL. This is done through JavaScript which accesses the location
object or one of its alternatives like document.URL or document.documentURI. The
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payload data is then passed to JavaScript functions that either try to execute it, insert it
into the DOM or set it as a new URL.

The following are marked as not exploitable:

• /address/locationpathname/documentwrite It uses the path as payload
but does not allow user controlled parts of the path. Attempting so will result in a
server error. This seems like a bug in the testbed.

• /address/URLUnencoded/documentwrite The test relies on a non-standard
property document.URLUnencoded that can only be found in older versions of
Internet Explorer.

DOM XSS Number of test cases: 41.

As the name suggests this category contains several different DOM-based vulnerabilities.
The sources contain document.cookie, document.referrer, window.name, the
postMessage API and event related tests. Payloads are either executed directly as
JavaScript code or written into the DOM. Several tests utilizing the LocalStorage and
SessionStorage APIs exist. However all of them try to read a predefined value (“badValue”)
from the web storage and use it as the payload. Since there is no way of setting this
particular value provided by the test cases, without guessing the predefined key and
manipulating the localStorage from outside, those tests are considered safe and thus
marked as not exploitable:

• /dom/toxicdom/localStorage/array/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/localStorage/function/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/localStorage/function/innerHtml
• /dom/toxicdom/localStorage/function/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/localStorage/property/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/external/localStorage/array/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/external/localStorage/function/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/external/localStorage/function/innerHtml
• /dom/toxicdom/external/localStorage/function/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/external/localStorage/property/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/sessionStorage/array/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/sessionStorage/function/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/sessionStorage/function/innerHtml
• /dom/toxicdom/sessionStorage/function/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/sessionStorage/property/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/external/sessionStorage/array/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/external/sessionStorage/function/eval
• /dom/toxicdom/external/sessionStorage/function/innerHtml
• /dom/toxicdom/external/sessionStorage/function/documentWrite
• /dom/toxicdom/external/sessionStorage/property/documentWrite

Escaped XSS Number of test cases: 45.

These tests are of reflected type. The value of a query parameter “q” is used as the
source of the payload. On the server, one of two filtering mechanisms is applied which
either encodes HTML entities or applies URL-encoding on the input. The data is then
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reflected into various contexts: into the DOM, CSS sections, JavaScript or URL contexts.
Many of the tests are secure, because of the escaping of meta characters. Especially the
URL encoding makes the tests safe in most cases:

• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/body?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/body?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/head?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/head?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/body_comment?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/body_comment?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/textarea?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/textarea?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/tagname?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/attribute_unquoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/attribute_unquoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/attribute_singlequoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/attribute_singlequoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/attribute_quoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/attribute_quoted?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/attribute_name?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/attribute_name?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/css_style?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/css_style?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/css_style_value?q=a&escape=HTML_ESCAPE
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/css_style_value?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/css_style_font_value?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/css_style_font_value?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_assignment?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_eval?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_quoted_string?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_singlequoted_string?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_slashquoted_string?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/js_comment?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/attribute_script?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/attribute_script?q=a
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/href?q=a testbed bugged
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/href?q=a testbed bugged
• /escape/serverside/escapeHtml/css_import?q=a
• /escape/serverside/encodeUrl/css_import?q=a
• /escape/js/escape?q=a

Redirect XSS Number of test cases: 3.

These reflected XSS test cases will perform a redirect to the URL that is provided in the
query parameter value. The first two will perform a server side redirect through HTTP
status codes, the third will do this through a meta tag. Test number two does not accept
URLs using the javascript:-protocol.

Reflected XSS Number of test cases: 48.

This is the main category for reflected XSS. The payload is extracted from the query
parameter. Many different HTML contexts are featured where the payload gets embedded.
Also a few tests with filtering mechanisms exist that enforce case sensitivity or only
allow a certain type of quotes. There are a few browser specific test cases and one where
guessing plays a major role, which are excluded:
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• /reflected/parameter/json?q=a
• /reflected/contentsniffing/json?q=a
• /reflected/contentsniffing/plaintext?q=a
• /reflected/jsoncallback

Remote inclusion XSS Number of test cases: 5.

These reflected tests embed the payload in the src attribute of script and data
attribute of object elements. Only URL-like payloads will get through.

Tag based XSS Number of test cases: 13.

In this category of reflected vulnerabilities the payload is filtered such that only certain
HTML tags as well as specific tag-attribute combinations are allowed.

URL-based DOM XSS Number of test cases: 26.

This category of DOM-based XSS tests focus on URL payloads. Those are extracted
from location.hash or location.search. Then they are injected to attributes of
DOM elements that retrieve the resource or need additional user interaction to trigger
the payload.

5.2.2 XSS Playground

This testbed is structured and separated into three different high level categories following
the three types of XSS. Those three are then again divided into subcategories that depict
the variant of the vulnerability. It provides a total of 1598 test cases.

DOM-based XSS

This category contains all DOM-based XSS test cases. Common DOM-sources for the first
four subcategories are: location, location.href, location.hash, location.
search, location.pathname, document.documentURI, document.URL, document.
baseURI, document.cookie, document.referrer.

unsafe codegeneration Number of test cases: 40.
This group is all about creating and executing the payload as if it was valid
JavaScript code. The four functions for code generation eval, setTimeout,
setInterval and the function constructor (new Function) are combined with
all sources. Strings that are passed to these functions will be interpreted by the
JavaScript engine and executed.

unsafe domgeneration Number of test cases: 150.
The focus of this group is inserting the payload into the DOM. The payload is
interpreted as HTML and converted to the corresponding DOM-nodes. 15 variants
of how this can be achieved are permuted with the common DOM-sources.
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unsafe locationchange Number of test cases: 50.
Contains different methods that change the current URL of the browser window as
well as opening a new window with the payload data as new target.

codegeneration with garbage interference Number of test cases: 5.
This subcategory is similar to unsafe codegeneration since those tests try to interpret
the payload as JavaScript code. The difference is that not all sources are used and
that additional code is added to the raw payload. This might lead to syntax errors
when it is evaluated, so the payload needs to adapt to the added “garbage” and try
to either include it or somehow avoid its interference.

user triggered Number of test cases: 10.
These tests will not automatically execute the payload, but require additional user
interaction like clicking on a link or submitting a form.

restricted input Number of test cases: 81.
Here test cases for multiple client side filters together with a mixture of DOM-
generating, code generating and location changing sinks are provided. Four of them
are not exploitable because of too restrictive filters:

• /xss/dom/restrictedInput/source/location.hash/method/document.write/filter/stripUnsafeHTML/
#insertPayload

• /xss/dom/restrictedInput/source/location.hash/method/createElementIframe/filter/
stripUnsafeHTML/#insertPayload

• /xss/dom/restrictedInput/source/location.hash/method/document.write/filter/stripLtGt/
#insertPayload

• /xss/dom/restrictedInput/source/location.hash/method/createElementIframe/filter/
stripLtGt/#insertPayload

cross window communication Number of test cases: 2.
These tests handle mechanisms that allow cross-window and cross-frame commu-
nication and data exchange, even with different origins, which can be potentially
dangerous. More precisely the postMessage API and setting window.name are
exercised in the test cases.

Reflected XSS

There are four different subcategories for the reflected type. Each one stands for where
the payload will be taken from or in other words where the entry point is. If the payload
should be provided somewhere in the URL it is indicated by the placeholder token
“insertPayload”.

vulnerable URL path Number of test cases: 252.
The payload is taken from the last section of the path of the URL.

vulnerable request parameter Number of test cases: 252.
The payload should be provided as the value of the query parameter.
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vulnerable request headers Number of test cases: 252.
A special HTTP header, indicated by the test case URL, is required which will
then be embedded in the page on the server-side in the response.

reflected POST bodies Number of test cases: 252.
In this case a HTML form with a single input field can be found in the HTML of
the page which needs to be submitted. The payload of the input field will then be
reflected after the POST request was made.

For each of these categories 28 contextually different exit points are combined with each
of 9 filters. These contexts are as follows:

eventhandler The payload will be inserted into the onload attribute of a body tag.
The value is surrounded by double quotes.

eventhandlerUserTriggered Similar to the previous context, the payload will be
inserted into a double quoted attribute of a body tag. Instead of onload, the
onclick attribute is used. To execute the payload a user interaction is required
or it needs to break out of the context.

htmlComment The payload will be located inside a HTML comment which means it is
surrounded by <!-- and -->. Escaping from this context is absolutely necessary.

htmlElementContent Standard HTML context in the HTML body without restric-
tions. Can be any element.

htmlElementNeedsBreakout The payload will be placed inside a style element in
the body. This element needs to be closed in order to use an executable payload.

script The payload is embedded as the content of an inline script tag in the body.
scriptAssignment Similar to the previous one, but the payload data is additionally

assigned to a JavaScript variable. So the form is of var v = PAYLOAD;.
scriptAssignmentString Variation of scriptAssignment. The payload is surrounded

by double quotes and thus treated as a string (var v = "PAYLOAD";).
scriptAssignmentTemplatestring Another variant of the previous context. Instead

of double quotes backticks are used to enclose the string.
scriptCdata The payload will be used inside a CDATA section of an inline script

element.
scriptComment This variation of the script context puts the payload inside a JavaScript

line comment. Format: // PAYLOAD.
scriptCommentMultiline This is the same as scriptComment but a multi-line JavaScript

comment is used instead. Simply ending the line will not work here. Format:
/* PAYLOAD */.

scriptFunctionCall The payload will be placed as argument of a JavaScript function call
in an inline script element of the body. Format: somefunction(PAYLOAD);.

scriptRegex Here the payload is embedded in a regex that is assigned to a variable.
Format: var v = /PAYLOAD/g;.

specialFormAction A button that is part of a form element and has a formaction
attribute which will receive the payload data. This is interesting for URL payloads.
It needs user interaction to trigger.
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specialHrefMath Usage of the math environment. The payload will be set as the
value of the href attribute of a math element.

specialHrefMath2 Here the payload will be set as the value of the xlink:href
attribute of maction element inside a math environment.

specialLinkImport The payload will be the value of the href attribute of a HTML
import (<link rel=import>).

specialMetaRedirect The payload will be embedded as the URL part of a meta-tag
redirect.

specialObjectData The data attribute of a object tag will be set to the payload
data.

specialSrcDocIframe The payload will be the value of the srcdoc attribute of an
iframe.

specialSrcEmbed The payload will be the value of the src attribute of an embed tag.
specialSrcImg The payload will be the value of the src attribute of an img tag.
tagAttributeName Here the name of an attribute of a p tag will be set to the payload

data. The attribute name is followed by ="value" and is the only attribute of
this element.

tagAttributeValueDoubleQuoted The payload gets inserted as the value of a a
style attribute of a p tag. The attribute value delimiters are double quotes.

tagAttributeValueSingleQuoted Same as the previous one, but single quotes are
used instead of double quotes.

tagAttributeValueUnQuoted Again similar like the previous one, but no quotes are
used around the attribute value.

tagName The payload is inserted as the name of a tag with text content. It is surrounded
by angle brackets and occurs twice in the page, once as open and once as closing
tag.

The available filters that can be paired with the test cases are:

none just returns the payload itself and does nothing.
stripWhitespace strips all kinds of whitespace characters, like applying the regex group

\s.
stripQuotes removes double and single quotes. This prevents breaking out from at-

tribute delimiters. The application of this filter makes some contexts secure against
exploitation. Those are: specialSrcImg, tagAttributeValueDoubleQuoted, tagAt-
tributeValueSingleQuoted.

stripLtGt removes angular brackets (<>). Injecting new HTML elements is not possi-
ble anymore. This makes the following contexts not exploitable: htmlComment,
htmlElementContent, htmlElementNeedsBreakout, specialSrcImg, tagAttributeName,
tagAttributeValueDoubleQuoted, tagAttributeValueSingleQuoted, tagAttributeValue-
UnQuoted.

stripUnsafe strips characters that might be dangerous in a HTML context (&"’<>).
Makes most contexts secure against standard XSS injections however not against
context aware ones. By applying this filter these contexts are secure and cannot
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be exploited: htmlComment, htmlElementContent, htmlElementNeedsBreakout,
scriptAssignmentString, specialSrcDocIframe, specialSrcImg, tagAttributeName,
tagAttributeValueDoubleQuoted, tagAttributeValueSingleQuoted, tagAttributeValue-
UnQuoted.

escapeEventHandler replaces all event handler attributes, i.e. all strings that start
with on*. This will break many payloads.

escapeCommonTag escapes several (but not all) HTML tags that can be used for auto-
executing payloads: script img iframe svg link body audio video.

escapeUnsafeAttrib escapes some attributes that are very likely to be dangerous
when they can be injected into the DOM: src data href srcdoc onload
onerror.

escapeProtocolVectors replaces the protocol of URLs starting with data: or javascript:.

Stored XSS

Number of test cases: 252. Only a simple standard group is included which just provides
a HTML form with an input field and a submit button, that will perform a POST request
once submitted. The payload will get stored and can be retrieved on a different URL
that is linked from the page of the form. The same filter and exit context combinations
that are available for reflected XSS can also be found here. The difference is that the
payloads are stored until they are either overwritten by a different payload or until the
testbed is restarted. Also the exit point of the payload contains one level of indirection.
The triggering of the XSS payload is not located on the same page.
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CHAPTER 6
Evaluation

The performance of the prototype of FOXSS as well as the already existing individual XSS
analysis tools were evaluated and compared in the specially tailored testing environment.
It was hosted on a remote server located in Germany. Since several scanners incorporate
a large number of HTTP requests in their analysis strategy a very low network latency
significantly lowers the time required for analyzing the different test cases. If they
supported multi-threaded execution they could profit of not having to share the CPU
with the test environment. Furthermore in an initial assessment of the scanners it was
discovered that a handful of tools could not perform scans of loopback addresses. Some
of them stated that, others just behaved strange and did not produce proper results when
a web application running on the localhost was analyzed. Using a remote server solved
that issue. On the other hand there are tools that are limited to the local network only
when the demo version is used like Milescan ParosPro. For those the test environment
was hosted on the localhost.

The local machine contained an Intel Core i7-3630QM CPU @ 2.40GHz and 8GB of RAM.
The remote machine an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and 16GB of RAM and was
using Ubuntu 64bit 16.04 as operating system. The test environment was running inside
Docker [141] containers, the Docker version used was 17.09.1-ce. All scanners were
executed on a Windows 10 64bit version 1709 operating system. The only exception was
w3af which discouraged the usage of Windows on their website, so Ubuntu 64bit 16.04
was used for it.

6.1 XSS Vulnerability Scanners

Numerous XSS scanners that are publicly available at least to a certain degree were
investigated. Publicly available means they can be found through search engines, security
related websites and blogs (like [36, 63–68]), scientific papers [35, 69, 70, 73] or source
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code hosting websites like Github1 or Bitbucket2. A lot of time was spent to discover all
relevant tools. A total of 67 third party scanners were examined this way.

While many tools that claim to be able to detect XSS can be “found”, a deeper inspection
in this evaluation revealed that many have very poor detection capabilities and show
little robustness when evaluating a web application. A few acceptance criteria had to
be met by each scanner in order to be considered for a deeper evaluation in the testing
environment and to ensure the comparability of the results:

Free: The tool must be obtainable for free, at least for a limited time period, to perform
the evaluation.

No major limitations: The program version that is used must not have any major
limitations like not being able to perform scans of custom domains, IP addresses
or network ports. Also there must not be any restriction on the number of scans
that can be made. This is especially important for programs where a commercial
and a free version exists. The free versions of those are often limited in its analysis
capabilities.

Original: It must be obtainable through official sources provided or accepted by the
original author. If there exist only mirrors or third party sources, that are not
actively developing or improving the scanner it will not be considered.

Not outdated: Only applications that are still maintained. More specifically, it was
last updated not further back than in 2013. In other words it was maintained
in the last five years. This is necessary because of the rapid changes in the web
application landscape and the ongoing additions to the HTML and JavaScript
standards. A scanner that is not aware of modern web features will not be able to
detect vulnerabilities that depend on those.

Automated: It must support automatic scanning of web applications, such that no
additional user interaction is required. Possible input channels and parameters must
be identified by the program itself. Ideally providing a URL for a XSS scan should
be enough. No manual browsing on web pages (passive scanning) or explicitly
specifying which parts of the URL, headers, etc. should be necessary.

For each scanner first the documented information was considered and checked against
the acceptance criteria in order to sieve out the tools that lack important features. Then
in an initial assessment the tool configuration was discovered. After that the settings were
tested in an analysis run against the testbed. When problems appeared in the evaluation
process or result generation, like program crashes, premature termination of the scan
process or completely wrong results the configuration was refined and tested again until
a correct analysis could be ensured. If it was not possible to get analysis results or to

1https://github.com/
2https://bitbucket.org/
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run the tool at all it was discarded in this second stage. Finally the scanner was run
against all test cases of the test environment twice and the results were aggregated and
are presented in section 6.2.

6.1.1 Evaluated Scanners

Open Source

Supported OS Detecting XSS Types

Name (Version) W L M DOM-
based

Reflected Stored Auto-
mated

Crawling

PoC
Payload

GUI CLI

IronWASP (0.9.8.6) x x x x

Vega (1.0) x x x x x x

Zed Attack Proxy
(2.7.0 2017-11-28)

x x x x x x x x

Arachni (v1.5.1-0.5.12) x x x x x x x x x

Wapiti (2.3.0) x x x x x x x

XSSer (1.7-1) x x x x x x

w3af (git e269868) x x x x x x

Nikto (2.1.6) x x x x x x

DSXS (git 7fd87d0) x x x (x) x x

Free / Demo

Syhunt Community
Edition (6.0 RC1
(10.10.2017))

x x x x x

Tinfoil x x x

MileSCAN ParosPro
(1.9.12)

x x x x

Table 6.1: XSS analysis tools that were successfully evaluated in the test environment.
The “Supported OS” column describes the operating system that is supported. W stands
for Windows, L for Linux and M for MacOS. Tinfoil has no OS because it is provided as
SaaS. “Detecting XSS Types” is based on the actual results in the test environment, not
on what the tools claim.

In Table 6.1 we can see an overview of all 12 scanners that satisfied the criteria and
could be successfully tested. The table is divided into open source tools and free or
demo-version tools that are proprietary but can be used without major limitations for
at least a limited time period. The tool name and the specific version that was used
can be seen in the first column, followed by the operating system the tool can run on
and is not actively discouraged in its documentation. The next three columns show
which types of XSS were detected in the test runs against the testbed. The following
four columns show some meta information: Whether the tool can automatically crawl
and discover sub-pages of a full web application when just a single URL is provided. If
the tool creates and/or uses proof-of-concept payloads that can be reproduced by a user
to verify a vulnerability. The last two indicate if the scanner provides a graphical user
interface and/or a command line interface.

Some general remarks about the free versions of commercial scanners: The commercial
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tools are all either Windows executables or provided as a SaaS solution. For those that
are provided as download, all but MileSCAN ParosPro require you to provide some
personal information and an email address. After those are provided and run through
some validation either the download link is emailed or you are directly redirected on the
website itself.

6.1.2 Excluded and Failed Scanners

The table 6.2 shows all 55 scanners that were examined and either failed the criteria or
raised some problems during their execution in the evaluation. The first three columns
show the name, the date they were checked the last time and a URL to their website.
After that comes the reason why they were rejected or could not be evaluated. The
problems that were encountered while trying to execute the analysis with the tool are
described.

Table 6.2: XSS analysis tools that did not meet the acceptance criteria or failed during
execution of the vulnerability detection.

Name Last
Checked

URL Reason

Skipfish 11.12.2017 https://github.com/
spinkham/skipfish

Not original, only a mirror exists, outdated
2012.

ProxyStrike 11.12.2017 http://www.edge-security.
com/proxystrike.php

Not original / down, outdated 2009.

Grabber 11.12.2017 https:
//github.com/neuroo/grabber

Author discourages usage, recommends w3af.

XSSS 11.12.2017 https://www.sven.de/xsss/ Outdated 2005.

Andiparos 11.12.2017 http://code.google.com/p/
andiparos/

Not original / down, outdated 2010.

WSTool 11.12.2017 https://sourceforge.net/
projects/wstool/

Outdated 2007, not automated.

Oedipus 11.12.2017 http://rubyforge.org/
projects/oedipus

Not original / down, outdated 2006.

Paros Proxy 11.12.2017 https://sourceforge.net/
projects/paros/

Outdated 2006.

PowerFuzzer 11.12.2017 http://www.powerfuzzer.com/ Outdated 2009.

XSSploit 11.12.2017 http://www.scrt.ch/en/
attack/downloads/xssploit

Outdated 2008.

Gamja 11.12.2017 https://sourceforge.net/
projects/gamja/

Outaded 2006.

ScreamingCSS 11.12.2017 http://www.devitry.com/
screamingCSS.html

Outdated 2002.

crawlfish 11.12.2017 https://code.google.com/
archive/p/crawlfish/

Not original / down, Outdated 2007.

Grendel Scan 11.12.2017 https://sourceforge.net/
projects/grendel/

No download available, only libraries. It was
moved to github, but there is no
documentation.
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Name last
checked

URL Reason

jsky free
edition

11.12.2017 http://www.sectoolmarket.
com/web-application-
scanners/15.html

Not original / down, outdated 2008.

safe3wvs 11.12.2017 https://sourceforge.net/
projects/safe3wvs/

Outdated 2011, source code not available
anymore.

WebScarab 11.12.2017 https://www.owasp.org/
index.php/Category:
OWASP_WebScarab_Project

Outdated 2011, superseeded by Zed Attack
Proxy.

Uber Web
Security
Scanner

11.12.2017 http://www.sectoolmarket.
com/web-application-
scanners/17.html

Not original / down, outdated 2009.

SecuBat 11.12.2017 http://secubat.codeplex.
com/SourceControl/list/
changesets

Outdated 2010, source code not available
anymore.

iScan 11.12.2017 http://www.sectoolmarket.
com/web-application-
scanners/49.html

Not original / down, outdated 2009.

openAcunetix 11.12.2017 http://www.sectoolmarket.
com/web-application-
scanners/41.html

Not original / down, outdated 2009.

VulnDetector 11.12.2017 https://github.com/BCable/
vulndetector

Outdated 2006.

Xcobra 11.12.2017 http://www.sectoolmarket.
com/web-application-
scanners/18.html

Not original / down, outdated 2010.

Watcher 11.12.2017 http://websecuritytool.
codeplex.com/

Only passive analysis or manual testing
possible.

Zero Day Scan 11.12.2017 http://www.zerodayscan.com/ Not original / down, outdated

Trustwave App
Scanner

27.11.2017 https://www.trustwave.com/
Products/Application-
Security/App-Scanner-
Family/

Not free.

Retina Web
Security
Scanner

27.11.2017 https://www.beyondtrust.
com/products/retina-web-
security-scanning/

Not free. Powered by acunetix which is
evaluated separately.

HP
WebInspect

27.11.2017 http://www8.hp.com/us/en/
software-
solutions/webinspect-
dynamic-analysis-dast/

Not free, only scanning of their test
application in the trial version.

IBM AppScan 27.11.2017 http://www-03.ibm.com/
software/products/en/
appscan-standard

Not free.

GamaScan 27.11.2017 http://www.gamasec.com/
Gamascan.aspx

Not free.

x5s 11.12.2017 http://xss.codeplex.com/ Outdated 2010, not automated.

ratproxy 11.12.2017 https://github.com/wallin/
ratproxy

Outdated 2008.

Burp Web
Vulnerability
Scanner

27.11.2017 https://portswigger.net/
burp/scanner.html

Not free.
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Name last
checked

URL Reason

Wikto 11.12.2017 https://github.com/
sensepost/wikto

Described as "Nikto clone for windows" on
the website. Nikto is useless as seen in tests
and this wikto does not have any additional
features for XSS.

XSS-
Scanner.com

11.12.2017 http://xss-scanner.com/ Not automated: Manual specification of entry
points is required.

AppSpider 27.11.2017 https://www.rapid7.com/
products/appspider/

Not free.

edgescan 23.11.2017 https://www.edgescan.com/
index.php#solutions

Not free.

IKare 23.11.2017 http://www.ikare-
monitoring.com/

Not free.

Websecurify
Webreaver

23.11.2017 http://www.webreaver.com/ Not free.

WebCruiser
Free Edition

11.12.2017 http://www.janusec.com/ Not original / down, outdated.

UpGuard 23.11.2017 https:
//app.upguard.com/webscan

Not free.

Wfuzz 11.12.2017 https:
//github.com/xmendez/wfuzz

Not automated: Manual provision of
payloads and entry points.

Shuriken 11.12.2017 https://github.com/
shogunlab/shuriken

Not automated: Manual specification of entry
points.

Xenotix XSS
Exploit
Framework

11.12.2017 https://www.owasp.org/
index.php/OWASP_Xenotix_
XSS_Exploit_Framework

Not automated.

Golismero 11.12.2017 https://github.com/
golismero/golismero

It just aggregates third party tools. The only
one which does XSS detection is XSSer that
is already tested separately.

XssPy 12.12.2017 https://github.com/
faizann24/XssPy

Tried all different kinds of invocations, even
with the extensive mode it does not find
anything. Documentation on Github is wrong.
Usage documentation on website only
provides blank window.

V3n0M-
Scanner

12.12.2017 https://github.com/v3n0m-
Scanner/V3n0M-Scanner

Just random Internet scanning by getting
targets from a search engine, not able to
target a specific host.

Acunetix 13.12.2017 https://www.acunetix.com/
vulnerability-
scanner/download/

Trial version does not display the URL or
path where a vulnerability was found (only
the host), thus not able to analyze the results
in detail.

Netsparker
(4.9.5.17070)

13.12.2017 https://www.netsparker.com/
web-vulnerability-
scanner/download/

Trial version does not display the URL or
path where a vulnerability was found (only
the host), thus not able to analyze the results
in detail.

Nstalker Free
Edition

14.12.2017 https://www.nstalker.com/
products/editions/free/
download/

Not being able to download since no email
which should contain the download link gets
sent.

Watobo
(0.9.23)

16.12.2017 http://watobo.sourceforge.
net/index.html

Not being able to run it: Fails with 3
different ruby versions (2.1, 2.3, 2.4) and 2
different devkit versions that were tried.
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Name last
checked

URL Reason

XSStrike (1.2,
git 286b53d)

16.12.2017 https://github.
com/UltimateHackers/XSStrike

Thinks urls are POST urls and exits. It was
retried with the testbeds hosted on a remote
server which had the same bug.

BC Detect 18.12.2017 https://www.blueclosure.
com/product/bc-detect

No email with demo version got sent.

Scan My
Server

18.12.2017 https:
//www.scanmyserver.com/

Cannot connect to server (maybe because of
non-default HTTP port that was used).
Trying to register redirects to the start page
where a url must be provided, resulting in the
same issue ("Oops! We cannot reach this host.
Please try again.").

Detectify 18.12.2017 https://detectify.com/ When starting a scan it always says that it
could not connect to the server, which is not
true since the webapp is running and no
firewalls are active. However the initial
verification of website ownership was
successful.

6.2 Analysis Results
This section shows the results of all vulnerability scanners that passed our acceptance
criteria and could be examined and evaluated. Furthermore the analysis results of the
prototype implementation of the scanner are included. For each tool the number of
detected vulnerabilities, false positive and false negative results were collected (Figure 6.1,
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3). Table views for the exact absolute numbers of detections and
relative detection ratios in percent can be found in the Appendix.

A scanner was required to explicitly categorize a test case as vulnerable. This means
it was necessary for the tool to indicate that a XSS vulnerability was detected in a
specific test case associated with a specific URL. It did not matter if they got some level
of severity or any other meta information associated with the result. However it must
explicitly state that it identified a vulnerability. Only those results were counted as a
detection. It was not necessary that the program provided a working exploit but it must
provide the URL to the test case of the XSS incident.
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firing range 10 30 60 6 10 1 16 3 1 1 10 29 2

xss playground 96 68 310 168 82 26 254 28 7 7 375 7 15

Table 6.3: Scan times of different scanners for each testbed. Measured in minutes and
rounded up to full minutes.

In Table 6.3 the times each scanner took for a complete scan of a particular testbed are
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Figure 6.1: Detected XSS vulnerabilities (in %) of the test cases per testbed and scanner.

compared. The numbers are the average time of two independent test runs measured in
minutes. Higher scan times do not correlate with higher detection ratios. Most of the
scanners that took much more time also have bad results when compared to those who
only took a fraction of their time.

6.2.1 FOXSS

The detection ratio of FOXSS significantly outperforms all other scanners. Most of the
vulnerabilities that were undetected lie in the category of HTTP header entry points.
Furthermore the two exit contexts that end in the HTML context of the math environment
pose problems when combined with filters that do not allow to break out of it. This
happens because the underlying Chrome browser engine currently does not support
this environment. So exploits cannot be verified if they try to use this context in the
payload, since the MathML related tags do not get interpreted. Also some filters can
not be bypassed in the current prototype because some of the obfuscation methods are
not implemented yet. Furthermore a few implementation bugs exist which prevent the
automated verification of URL-style payloads that are injected into object or embed
contexts. They do not get verified because of yet unknown reasons and thus do not
appear as detections. However manual tests of the payloads suggested by FOXSS for
these test cases were successful.

The verification of XSS payloads guarantees zero false positives which the analysis results
have proven. Also the time required to analyze the test environment lies in the range of
the top 3 tested third party scanners.
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Figure 6.2: Percentage of false positive results each scanner detected per testbed.

Figure 6.3: Percentage of missed vulnerabilities for each scanner and testbed.
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6.2.2 IronWasp

IronWASP [142] is a multi-vulnerability scanner. It is open source and extensible with
plug-ins written in several languages including Python and Ruby. Analysis of restricted
areas is possible. Latest updates added JavaScript tracing and WebSocket fuzzing.
Everything can be configured through a graphical user interface. The website provides
several tutorial videos that show how to perform different kinds of vulnerability scans.
Analysis reports can be exported in HTML and RTF format. The scanner was written
in C# and designed for Windows. Third party solutions exist which allow this tool to
run on Linux and MacOS.

On the first run this tool crashed because of some incompatibilities between the packaged
“chromedriver” library and Windows 10. Downloading the most recent version3 and
replacing the existing one solved this problem. The browser based crawler that can be
used optionally proved useless. Crawling Firing Range with it took already 30 minutes
because IronWasp waits at least one second for every page and the browser based scanner
sometimes hangs up and waits for 10 seconds until it gets restarted. So the default scan
approach was used. While performing a test scan after 1312 “ScanJobs” IronWasp hung
up. It is possible to save the current state and resume after a restart of the program, but
not even a restart made it possible to continue. So the collected data was wiped and the
scan was completely restarted which somehow solved the problem. Luckily this issue was
not encountered again.

Another tool that is not integrated in the default scan is the DOM-XSS analyzer. Testing
it on the Firing Range shows that it is done statically and just searches certain JavaScript
functions in the code of a page. It produces results that can only assist a human analyst
by showing which of those functions were found, but it does not find vulnerabilities on
its own.

For the vulnerability scans the following configuration options were used: 4 threads,
disable directory and file guessing since all test cases can be reached via URLs. The “scan
settings” were adapted that all fields are scanned and only tested for XSS vulnerabilities.
Under “scan filter” the skipping of the analysis of the User-Agent and Referrer
headers was removed. In the last configuration step the “prompting for assistance” during
the scan was disabled.

In the scanning process real payloads are only used sometimes like in css imports,
otherwise just string identifiers are used to predict XSS heuristically.

Regarding the analysis results IronWASP could achieve good results in the reflected XSS
category which was also the only category where vulnerabilities were found. It could find
exploits for most contexts and most filters there.

3https://chromedriver.storage.googleapis.com/index.html?path=2.33/
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6.2.3 Vega

Vega [143] detects XSS, shell injection, SQL injection and remote file inclusion among
other bugs. Further the tool “probes for TLS / SSL security settings and identifies
opportunities for improving the security of your TLS servers” [143]. After a scan the
detected vulnerabilities can be seen in the GUI. No methods for exporting a report were
found. Its analysis modules can be extended with JavaScript and supports automated
and manual analysis. Passive security testing by running the browser through Vegas
proxy is also possible. Vega was programmed in Java and uses the Eclipse framework.
It can be run on all three major operating systems.

The crawler does not work when providing a url that ends in a file extension like “.html”.
Also a big disadvantage is that the results of a scan cannot be exported in any way, which
makes an automated dissection of the results impossible.

The following scan settings were used: In the injection modules only “xss injection checks”
were activated. In the response analysis modules the default settings were used.

Only XSS test cases of the reflected category were identified correctly. No vulnerabilities
could be detected when the entry point was located in the URL path or in a HTTP
header. The tool could also not handle several test cases with “special” contexts when in
combination a filter was used. It had many false positive detections, the most in Firing
Range and the third most in XSS Playground among the scanners.

6.2.4 ZAP (Zed Attack Proxy)

Zed Attack Proxy [144] is an OWASP project and as such open source, featuring fully
automated and passive scanning, forced browsing and fuzzing. Several different types of
web vulnerabilities can be detected. This application was also written in Java.

Among all tested tools this one has the most complicated user interface of all. Options
and different tools are scattered everywhere and can be accessed through multiple menus.
It takes a long time to find correct settings and the work flow to perform the intended
scan.

When starting a new scan by providing localhost as the destination, it ends in the creation
of tens of thousands of requests of non existent URLs that are tried to be scanned. None
of those are meaningful and it seems like some brute force directory scanning based on a
word list is performed. Trying to scan a subcategory results in response code 400 and
that ZAP failed to attack it. Starting the “spider” to find entry points does not find
anything useful, again it reports the 400 error that does not exist. Using the “new scan”
option on the URLs found by the spider does not yield anything useful. The solution is
hosting the testbeds on a remote server. This strange and faulty behavior only happened
when trying to scan localhost.

Regarding the settings a new scan policy was created through the policy manager. All
attacks other than XSS (located under injection) were disabled. The strength level was
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set to maximum. The testbeds were scanned with the spider with the following settings:
The base url was provided as a starting point. Under “Scope” the option to spider the
subtree only was activated. Under “Advanced” the maximum crawl depth was set to 10.
Then an “active scan” was performed where we activate the following: Under “scope”
we selected the base url. Under “input vectors” enabled URL path, HTTP headers and
cookies. All built-in input vector handlers but JSON were disabled because no tests
where they are used exist. Under “policy” we selected the previously created XSS scan
policy.

ZAP was one of the few scanners that could detect stored XSS. With 46,3% it achieved
the highest detection ratio under third party scanners in the XSS Playground. It often
had problems to find an exploit in the meta redirect context when combined with a filter.
Also in the entry point category of HTTP headers no detections were made. Together
with w3af this tool had the most false positive results in XSS Playground among the
third party scanners.

6.2.5 Arachni

Arachni [145] is an open source web application penetration testing framework. A
browser environment was integrated to improve JavaScript application analysis, especially
dynamically generated data channels of websites. It seems like all variants of web
vulnerabilities can be tested. The tool can be controlled through a web interface, where
a pre-configured option for an XSS scan can be found. Alternatively the command line
interface can be used to execute a scan. This scanner was programmed in Ruby and also
uses PhantomJS for automated browser testing.

It is not documented where exactly the web interface (under which port) can be found.
This can be found out when reading the console output after starting the tool. Also it
cannot scan loopback interfaces like localhost. By default a profile for XSS tailored scans
is provided. All scans were performed by selecting “New Scan” in the user interface and
then inserting the base URL of the testbed.

Arachni was the only scanner other than FOXSS that was able to detect vulnerabilities
in test cases of all three XSS categories. No other third party scanner was able to detect
DOM-based XSS. However the detection rate in the stored and DOM-based categories is
very low. Script contexts often posed a problem for vulnerability detection.

6.2.6 Wapiti

Wapiti [146] was created for black-box scanning and is open source. It extracts entry
points of web applications and performs fuzzing of the detected input channels afterwards.
According to the authors the following vulnerabilities can be discovered: “File disclosure
(Local and remote include/require, fopen, readfile...), Database Injection (PHP/JSP/ASP
SQL Injections and XPath Injections), XSS (Cross Site Scripting) injection (reflected
and permanent), Command Execution detection (eval(), system(), passtru()...), CRLF
Injection (HTTP Response Splitting, session fixation...), XXE (XML External Entity)
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injection, Use of know potentially dangerous files (thanks to the Nikto database), Weak
.htaccess configurations that can be bypassed, Presence of backup files giving sensitive
information (source code disclosure), Shellshock (aka Bash bug)” [146]. Some authentica-
tion methods, basic examination of JavaScript and newer HTML5 objects are included as
well. Attacks can be carried out through HTTP GET and POST. Analysis reports can
be exported in multiple formats including HTML, XML, JSON and TXT. This scanner
was written in Python.

Scan runs on localhost are much faster than on a remote host, this means a large part of
its scan time is spent on HTTP-requests. Some intelligent payload finding was observed.
For example when < is stripped by filters it is recognized and payloads that do not depend
on this character are tested.

The configuration that was used can be seen in the following command line invocations
of the tool for both testbeds. Basically unnecessary sub-categories were excluded from
the scan, only XSS checks were performed and the results saved in a specific directory.
.\wapiti.exe "http://144.76.18.131:8080/" -x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/angular/index'

.html" -x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/badscriptimport/index.html" -x "http'
://144.76.18.131:8080/cors/index.html" -x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/'
flashinjection/index.html" -x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/mixedcontent/index.html"'
-x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/reverseclickjacking/" -x "http'
://144.76.18.131:8080/vulnerablelibraries/index.html" -m "-all,xss" -o ".\reports'
\firing-range"

.\wapiti.exe "http://144.76.18.131:8080/" -x "http://144.76.18.131:8080/entry points"'
-m "-all,xss" -o ".\reports\xss-playground"

Only XSS test cases belonging to the reflected category were identified correctly. It could
not detect any test cases where the URL path or HTTP headers were used as entry point.
The rate of test cases that were wrongly detected as positives is the lowest among the
third party tools (excluding Nikto and Tinfoil since they barely detected any test case).

6.2.7 XSSer

XSSer [147] is a open source Python tool dedicated to detecting XSS vulnerabilities in
websites. It can automatically bypass filters and certain web application firewalls and
can create images or Flash files containing payloads. However those Flash based exploits
can not be created automatically on the fly for automated testing. Proxy servers can be
used and reports generated as XML or text.

This scanner was the most unstable of all. Multiple crashes and regular exceptions
plagued the analysis. The tool often crashed during report generation with -save
-silent parameters. So the two parameters were removed and the console output piped
into a file. Still always an exception by the internally used pycurl gets thrown, and at
the end after writing the results an error occurs that crashes the program:
Exception AttributeError: "Curl instance has no attribute ’_closed’" in <bound method'

Curl.__del__ of <core.curlcontrol.Curl instance at 0x76C4B918>> ignored

Sometimes this:
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Traceback (most recent call last):
File "xsser", line 37, in <module>

app.run()
File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 1919, in'

run
self.poll_workers()

File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 1499, in'
poll_workers

self.pool.poll()
File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\threadpool.py", line '

348, in poll
request.callback(request, result)

File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 643, in '
_cb

query_string, url, newhash)
File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 774, in '

finish_attack_url_payload
query_string, url, orig_hash)

File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 1016, in'
_report_attack_success

self.add_failure(dest_url, payload, hashing, query_string, attack_type)
File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 1032, in'

add_failure
self.hash_notfound.append((dest_url, payload[’browser’], method, hashing))

MemoryError

Also often this happened:
Traceback (most recent call last):

File "xsser", line 38, in <module>
app.land(True)

File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\main.py", line 1966, in'
land

self.hub.shutdown()
File "C:\Users\test\Downloads\xsser_1.7-1\xsser-public\core\tokenhub.py", line 66, '

in shutdown
self.socket.shutdown(socket.SHUT_RDWR)

File "C:\Python27\lib\socket.py", line 228, in meth
return getattr(self._sock,name)(*args)

socket.error: [Errno 10057]

The program was configured to enable cookie and user-agent testing as well as using dom
injections and automatic payload generation. It tests through brute-forcing/fuzzing with
real payloads. The only plus was that in the report it explicitly states in which browser
and version a vulnerability exists and is exploitable for each test case that was detected
as vulnerable. The command line that was used for Firing Range and XSS Playground
respectively:
python2 xsser -i "scanlist_firing-range.txt" --auto --Coo --Xsa --Xsr --Dom --no-head'

> firing-range.txt

python2 xsser -i "scanlist_xss-playground.txt" --auto --Coo --Xsa --Xsr --Dom --no-'
head > xss-playground.txt

Only XSS test cases of the reflected category were identified correctly. The detection of
various contexts posed problems. The tool did not find HTTP header entry points and
also reflected POST test cases were undetectable for it.
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6.2.8 w3af

w3af [148] was also written in Python and was open sourced. Since 2006 it was continually
improved and now features scanning and detection of several classes of web vulnerabilities.
The following parts of a HTTP request are fuzzed: Query string, POST-data, Headers,
Cookie values, multipart/form file content, URL filename and URL path. Reporting
supports text, CSV, HTML and XML files. The dockerized CLI version was used for
testing.

The following configuration and run settings were used for the analysis of each testbed:
plugins
audit xss
output html_file, text_file
grep analyze_cookies, dom_xss
crawl web_spider
back
profiles
save_as test
back
target
set target http://144.76.18.131:8080/
back
start

Only XSS test cases of the reflected category were identified correctly. None of the test
cases that had the URL path or the HTTP header as an entry point could be identified
as vulnerable. Together with ZAP this tool had the most false positive results in XSS
Playground among the third party scanners.

6.2.9 Nikto

Nikto [149] is open source and was made for scanning web servers. The approach is
based on a database containing known vulnerabilities, misconfigurations and common
web application flaws. It brute-force tests the servers. Nikto was coded in Perl. It is
not suitable for XSS scanning, which can clearly be observed in a test run. It basically
just tries several static URL/path extensions and based on the web-server response it
decides if there is a vulnerability. So when scanning “/xss/reflected/urlpath/filter/none/-
context/eventhandler/insertPayload” for example it appends all its test URLs at the
end. Since this test allows arbitrary characters after “insertPayload” the scanner gets
confused and reports all kind of vulnerabilities it has in its database. In fact those are all
false positives and the actual vulnerability is not triggered. In general Nikto tries to test
URLs that are known to be vulnerable when a specific software is running on the server
like some content management system. It was not able to identify a single vulnerability
with this strategy, because it does not crawl or try to discover entry points. Instead it
just performs the static URL tests that are stored in its database.

The commandline for each testbed looked like this:
perl nikto.pl -h "http://144.76.18.131:8080/" -ask auto -Format txt -nointeractive -'

nossl -output "results" -Tuning 4
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6.2.10 DSXS

DSXS [150] for “Damn Small XSS Scanner” is a minimalistic open source XSS scanner
written in Python. HTTP GET and POST parameters can be tested.

Since it cannot crawl and detect further URLs, a small wrapper script that executes the
program for all test cases was used. The script could be invoked with node script.js
<pathToUrlFile>. It will then call DSXS for each test case URL and will automatically
put the result in the correct format for the evaluation table.

1 const { exec } = require(’child_process’);
2 const fs = require("fs");
3 const path = require(’path’);
4
5 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
6 // Config:
7 const toolName = "DSXS";
8 const cmdline = ‘python2 dsxs.py -u "{URL}"‘; // {URL} gets replaced with current url
9 const successStr = "scan results: possible vulnerabilities found";

10 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
11
12 if (process.argv.length !== 3) {
13 console.log(‘Usage: node ${process.argv[1]} <urlFile>‘);
14 return;
15 }
16
17 console.log("start: "+ (new Date()).toTimeString());
18
19 const scanFile = process.argv[2].slice(process.argv[2].lastIndexOf(path.sep) + 1);
20 const urlList = fs.readFileSync(process.argv[2], "utf8");
21 const urls = urlList.split("\n").filter(x => x.length > 1);
22
23 var i = 0;
24 var results = "";
25 var resultsRaw = "";
26
27 if (!urls || urls.length === 0) {
28 console.log("No urls in file!");
29 return;
30 }
31
32 function testUrl() {
33 if (i === urls.length) {
34 fs.writeFileSync(toolName + scanFile +".rawout.txt", resultsRaw);
35 fs.writeFileSync(toolName + scanFile +".results.txt", results);
36 console.log("end: "+ (new Date()).toTimeString());
37 return;
38 }
39
40 const currentURL = urls[i++];
41 exec(cmdline.replace("{URL}", currentURL), (error, stdout, stderr) => {
42 if (error) {
43 console.error(‘exec error: ${error}‘);
44 results += "0\n";
45 return;
46 }
47
48 resultsRaw += stdout +"\n";
49 if (stdout.indexOf(successStr) !== -1) {
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50 results += "1\n";
51 }
52 else {
53 results += "0\n";
54 }
55
56 testUrl();
57 });
58 }
59
60 testUrl();

Only XSS test cases belonging to the reflected category were identified correctly, with the
exception of a single test case of the DOM-based category that was detected. The entry
points of URL path, HTTP header or reflected POST requests were not discoverable for
DSXS. Surprisingly this tool performed best of all third party scanners in Firing Range,
but very bad in XSS Playground.

6.2.11 Syhunt Community Edition

Syhunt Community Edition [151] is the free version of the commercial Syhunt scanner
suite. The features are limited, but sufficient for the XSS testing purposes. Unfortunately
the filter evasion components are not included. White-box code analysis and black-box
dynamic testing can be executed.
After an initial scan it was clear that we need to enable a depth limit or the scanner
will end up in an endless loop on some tests like those about iframe attributes in Firing
Range. So in the preferences under the crawling tab a depth limit of 10 was set.
Further the following settings were adapted:
Dynamic Scan ->
Select XSS scan
check Edit site preferences
edit exclusions > URLs:
exclude urls (firing-range):
http://localhost:8080/vulnerablelibraries/index.html
http://localhost:8080/reverseclickjacking/
http://localhost:8080/mixedcontent/index.html
http://localhost:8080/flashinjection/index.html
http://localhost:8080/cors/index.html
http://localhost:8080/badscriptimport/index.html
http://localhost:8080/angular/index.html
exclude urls (xss-playground):
http://localhost:8080/entry points

Trying to test XSS Playground with the same settings revealed a very annoying bug:
The depth limit could not be set again. The limit was always instantly overwritten. So
in order to test XSS Playground, the sub-URLs of the test case categories were used as a
starting point. Through this method the default depth limit of 2 (although it says 1)
could be used to avoid the endless loops of the crawler.
The only test cases that this tool was able to detect were reflected vulnerabilities when
the entry point was located in a query parameters.
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6.2.12 Tinfoil

Tinfoil [152] is a SaaS security scanner. After registering one can add websites and needs
to prove ownership, before a free vulnerability scan can be executed. There are not much
configuration options. After the scan is started one just has to wait until the results
arrive.

Since this scanner is provided as a web-service one needed to verify the tested site
beforehand, so they can be sure that the server is owned by the one requesting the scan.
This can be done by placing a prebuilt file (txt with hash) at the root path of the website.
No settings about which types of vulnerabilities are scanned can be set.

Scanning XSS Playground was tried 3 different times but always with the same disap-
pointing result, that it ended after a few minutes, not detecting any of the test cases.
The port on which the testbed could be reached was varied but this did not lead to any
change.

The results are very poor. Not only that one of the testbeds could not be scanned at
all, even for the one that could be analyzed the number of detected vulnerabilities is
extremely low.

6.2.13 MileSCAN ParosPro

MileSCAN ParosPro [153] is a web vulnerability scanner for XSS and SQL injection. Also
Content Management System (CMS) fingerprinting can be executed and subsequently
misconfigurations can be detected. A demo version can be obtained, which is limited to
private networks but has no other restrictions. The full scanning capabilities can thus be
used. However all testing had to be performed on the localhost.

Some of the settings had to be changed:

Modify Settings > Global Settings
Under Vulnerbility Scanner > Vulnerability Checks tick Cross-site Scripting.
Under Spider set max number of concurrent threads to 4 and increase max links to be '

crawled to 5000. Max depth to crawl to 9, max concurrent spider threads to 4 and '
check "crawl domain on specified port only".

Then a new project was created for Firing Range and for XSS Playground.
Under the project name > functions > URL Spider the base url (http://localhost:8080/)'

was added and the scan started with "ok".
Under functions > vulnerability scanner make sure that the cross site scripting '

category is checked.

Like some other scanners only XSS test cases of the reflected category were identified
correctly. None of the test cases where the entry point could be found in the URL path
or the HTTP header could be identified as vulnerable.
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6.3 Discussion of Results
This section examines the results of the tested scanning tools and compares which types
of XSS vulnerabilities they could handle and which stayed undetected. We will also
discuss possible reasons for the weaknesses in their detection capabilities and contrast
them with our approach.

The detection ratios that all evaluated scanners achieved in each testbed are shown in
Figure 6.1 . We can clearly see that the number of detected vulnerabilities of third
party tools is not quite high. Only a single tool managed to detect more than half of
all vulnerabilities in Firing Range. None of them was able to reach such a rate in XSS
Playground. FOXSS however achieved about ninety percent correct detections in both
testbeds underlining the success of our strategy.

When comparing and ranking the scanners purely by their numbers we can see the
following: The overall best third party scanner Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) did not even
detect half of all vulnerable test cases. It is followed by IronWasp with a sightly lower
detection ratio and then by Arachni. When looking at Firing Range alone, interestingly
DSXS, the ultra small (by lines of code) XSS scanner achieved the highest result with
54,1%. The following tools all achieved very similar results: IronWasp (43,2%) takes
the second place and Vega (42,6%) the third. Then ZAP (41,9%) precedes Arachni and
Syhunt Community Edition (both 40,5%). Regarding XSS Playground Zed Attack Proxy
(46,3%) ranked first among existing black-box scanners, followed by IronWasp (44,2%)
and Arachni (38,8%). The rest has a much higher offset with w3af being the next (31,8%).
With all those sub 50% detection ratios it can be said that existing XSS analysis tools
lack a lot of detection capabilities.

After examining the individual results for each test case and its detection status among
the scanners we can see the reason behind this. Only Zed Attack Proxy and Arachni
were able to detect stored XSS vulnerabilities. However they also were not able to make
more than a handful of detections in this category. The results for DOM-based XSS
test cases are similar. Only Arachni was able to find at least some vulnerabilities of
this type. Surprisingly also DSXS detected a single vulnerable test case in this category.
Most certainly this was just a lucky guess, since several similar test cases like the one
it identified (/urldom/location/search/location.assign?//example.org)
which belongs to Firing Range are also available in XSS Playground. However these
slight variations of the test case were not detected. Vulnerabilities of all three different
XSS categories could only be detected by a single scanner (Arachni). There is a lot of
room for improvement regarding DOM-based and persistent XSS detection, especially
since so many scanners do not know how to handle these vulnerabilities at all. Five
scanners also had problems with test cases of the reflected type when the entry point of
the vulnerability appeared in the body of a POST request. It seems that they are not
able to handle POST requests at all and might even be limited to GET requests only.

In addition all of the third party scanners have problems when it comes to certain contexts
in combination with a certain filtering mechanism. These test cases would either require
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6. Evaluation

a special HTML tag or property to trigger the malicious code, or a special format of
the payload to be successful, depending on the context. The inability of the scanners to
detect many of those test cases is caused by the lack of diverse attack payloads and/or
the lack of being able to adapt and refine the payloads with regard to the context. Many
just try a fixed set of hard coded attack payloads and variations of them, but do not craft
them at runtime. In general it can be said there are a few free tools that are acceptable
at detecting reflected XSS, but none exists that reaches a similar quality in DOM-based
and stored XSS.

In contrast FOXSS nearly detected twice as many vulnerabilities as the best third party
scanner Zed Attack Proxy. This shows that the approach of data flow detection, context
information gathering and detection of filtering mechanisms combined with specially
crafted attack payloads and dynamic verification is a good strategy. FOXSS efficiently
detects XSS vulnerabilities of each category not just reflected ones. With a overall
detection rate of about 90% the approach significantly outperforms all other third party
scanners already at this early stage when there is still a lot of room for improvement
of the scanner. Several factors that impacted its results negatively are due to some
implementation bugs that exist in the current prototype. Some limitations imposed by
the underlying browser engine like the support of certain HTML5 features would be
necessary in order to automatically verify the proposed exploits. Currently they are
only reported as potential vulnerability and were not counted as real detections in the
evaluation.

When examining the diagram of the false positive results (Figure 6.2) we can see that
none of the other tools that scored at least one detection were also false positive free.
In relation to the detection rate Wapiti had the lowest number of false positive results
among third party scanners. Only FOXSS could achieve zero wrongly classified test cases,
because it verifies each exploit in a real browser engine dynamically by actually executing
it.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis I presented a new approach for efficiently detecting all types of XSS
vulnerabilities in web applications together with its prototype implementation called
FOXSS. While not all ideas are fully implemented yet, the evaluation shows that it already
outperforms similar existing open source vulnerability scanners in terms of detection
capabilities while not requiring significantly more time to analyze web applications
than existing solutions. The method of identifying data flows and gathering contextual
information about a data source and its corresponding sink allows the creation of payloads
that are specially adapted to its specific context. This minimizes brute force testing of a
large number of unsuccessful attack vectors and thus does not waste valuable time which
can be spent in other parts of the analysis process. Further it reduces the workload for
the system under test which might be important when we are bound to certain resource
constraints. Verifying every detected vulnerability by executing the attack payload in a
real browser engine allows to guarantee zero false positive results.
An extensive number of data sinks and sources in web applications and how they can be
mapped and exploited was discussed. Characteristics of interesting XSS vectors were
analyzed and possible obfuscation methods for creating variations thereof that might be
able to bypass input sanitization mechanisms were presented.
Furthermore I engineered and presented a testing environment featuring 1808 different
test cases in which automated vulnerability scanners can be evaluated. It is separated into
two parts, one is the already existing testbed Firing Range that contributes 210 test cases,
the other one is the newly created testbed XSS Playground that contributes 1598 test
cases. XSS Playground covers a large variety of data source and sink combinations which
can be combined with filtering mechanisms. test cases of all three XSS categories are
included. Each test case can be identified by its own URL and contains a single variant
of a XSS vulnerability. No complicated scanner setup is necessary and no additional
unnecessary styling, image or multimedia content is included. This testbed provides an
easy way to compare and examine new black-box scanning mechanisms.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

Numerous open source and free XSS scanning tools were examined and tested in the
testing environment. The results show that existing scanners have multiple deficiencies.
Only a single tool was able to detect vulnerabilities in all three XSS categories. Two
tools each were able to detect vulnerabilities of the stored XSS and the DOM-based
categories. Although only very few vulnerabilities were detected by them. Furthermore
also many third party scanners lack the detection of reflected XSS when the entry point
of the vulnerability is located in the body of a HTTP POST request. The results also
confirm that the new approach with FOXSS is significantly better. While the best other
scanners did not even identify half of all vulnerabilities, FOXSS was able to find about
90 percent, while also staying in the time range that the better third party tools required
for the whole analysis process.

Future work can expand on several aspects: First of all the prototype could be improved
in various areas. Currently the processing of analysis requests in a sandbox for the
various stages of data flow detection and exploit verification is completely sequential.
The sub-steps of identifying entry points, exit points, filters etc. will only happen one
after another. Every previous step is finished completely before the next step is started.
The sandboxed analysis can be easily parallelized by creating multiple sandboxes and
executing several scan requests from the same step (e.g. entry point analysis) at the
same time. When entry points are found they could also be instantly processed in the
exit point analyzing sandbox while the entry point analysis is not finished and continues
processing. This could further greatly improve the scan times.

Since real world web applications very often feature authorization or session management
and restricted areas or content that changes depending on a user login, performing tests
of similar applications would be interesting. Handling this was not a focus of this thesis
and for that reason is not implemented, as it would have caused a lot of additional
programming effort. These mechanisms would pose a problem for the analysis tool in its
current state. It would however be also interesting to test and evaluate the scanner and
also the third party scanners in test applications that model real world web applications
instead of focusing on test case diversity.

In the area of attack vectors some possibilities are not examined. These are CSP-bypassing
and file-based vectors. CSP is a strong defensive option against XSS attacks, but as
already discussed in the related work section, the many configuration options increase
potential misconfigurations that can be exploited. Testing web applications that deal
with files might reveal interesting vulnerabilities because files like images or videos have
several properties that could carry XSS payloads.

The data flow detection approach provides a solid base for web application analysis in
general. The adaption of other vulnerability detection mechanisms would be easy because
the design of the prototype allows adding or replacing scanner modules in the same
way the XSS analysis component is written. Only the detection, analysis and payload
generation features that are specific to a certain type of web application vulnerability
need to be implemented.
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A comparison and evaluation of FOXSS and commercial scanners would also be very
interesting. The demo versions of Acunetix and Netsparker that did not show which test
case was detected as vulnerable, were able to find multiple DOM-based vulnerabilities
in their test run, according to the reported numbers. Since there exists a commercially
driven interest in having a high detection ratio, those scanners might perform much
better than their open source competitors.
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Glossary

clickjacking Clickjacking, also known as user interface (UI) redressing, is a method to
hide an attacker controlled action that will be triggered when a user performs a
seemingly legitimate action provided by a website. An example would be when an
attacker attaches an additional HTTP request to a button that sends a form, such
that the data will not only be sent to the original website but also to an attacker
controlled endpoint. . 1

concolic testing Concolic testing is a combination of symbolic execution and concrete
execution with specific input data. . 7

FOXSS FOXSS (Finding Only XSS) is the name of the prototype implementation of
the XSS analysis approach presented in this paper. . 2, 3, 17, 25, 28, 33, 37, 39, 53,
60, 64, 71–75, 77

fuzzing Is a testing technique in which many different kinds of invalid or unintended
input is sent to the communication interfaces of an application. The processing and
results of the testing input can be observed and possible flaws and vulnerabilities
can be uncovered. . 2, 9, 11

fuzzy logic In fuzzy logic certain aspects are not only exactly true or false, but are
rather measured in degrees of truth. Truth values can be any real numbers from 0
to 1. . 8

obfuscation Is the process of disguising the actual functionality of some program code,
in order to make it hard for a human analyst to understand the actual behavior. .
1

SaaS SaaS, short for software as a service, is the concept of providing a software solution
and its functionality over the network instead of distributing the software. The
provider is responsible for the infrastructure, administration and maintenance,
while the customer can concentrate on using the service. . 55, 70

SPA SPA stands for single page application. It consists of just one HTML document.
Displaying of different sections of the content or interacting with servers is done
dynamically with JavaScript. . 29
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Acronyms

CMS Content Management System. 70

CSP Content Security Policy. 11, 13, 14, 74

CSS Cascading Style Sheet. 43, 47

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service. 19

DOM Document Object Model. 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 24–26, 28, 29, 36, 40–42,
45–49, 52, 55, 62, 64, 69, 71, 72, 74, 75, 77

PoC Proof of Concept. 55

WAF Web Application Firewall. 11, 14

XSS Cross-Site Scripting. 1–25, 28–30, 33, 35, 37, 39–43, 45, 47, 48, 51–56, 58–60,
62–74, 77
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Appendices

Appendix A: Detection Results

Detected FO
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firing range 133 64 63 62 60 46 44 57 0 80 60 20 39

xss playground 1346 658 437 690 578 422 187 473 0 218 236 0 350

total 1479 722 500 752 638 468 231 530 0 298 296 20 389

Table 1: Absolute number of detected test cases per scanner and testbed.

Detected FO
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firing range 89,86% 43,24% 42,57% 41,89% 40,54% 31,08% 29,73% 38,51% 0,00% 54,05% 40,54% 13,51% 26,35%

xss playground 90,40% 44,19% 29,35% 46,34% 38,82% 28,34% 12,56% 31,77% 0,00% 14,64% 15,85% 0,00% 23,51%

total 90,35% 44,11% 30,54% 45,94% 38,97% 28,59% 14,11% 32,38% 0,00% 18,20% 18,08% 1,22% 23,76%

Table 2: Percentage of detected test cases for each scanner and testbed.
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firing range 0 12 20 9 8 2 18 10 0 14 12 1 8

xss playground 0 22 25 28 16 8 13 28 0 7 12 0 10

total 0 34 45 37 24 10 31 38 0 21 24 1 18

Table 3: Absolute number of false positive results of non-detectable test cases for each
scanner and testbed.
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False positive FO
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firing range 0,00% 19,35% 32,26% 14,52% 12,90% 3,23% 29,03% 16,13% 0,00% 22,58% 19,35% 1,61% 12,90%

xss playground 0,00% 20,18% 22,94% 25,69% 14,68% 7,34% 11,93% 25,69% 0,00% 6,42% 11,01% 0,00% 9,17%

total 0,00% 19,88% 26,32% 21,64% 14,04% 5,85% 18,13% 22,22% 0,00% 12,28% 14,04% 0,58% 10,53%

Table 4: Percentage of false positive results of non-detectable test cases for each scanner
and testbed.

False negative FO
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firing range 15 96 105 95 96 104 122 101 148 82 100 129 117

xss playground 143 853 1077 827 927 1075 1315 1044 1489 1278 1265 1489 1149

total 158 949 1182 922 1023 1179 1437 1145 1637 1360 1365 1618 1266

Table 5: Absolute number of missed vulnerabilities for each scanner and testbed.

False negative FO
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firing range 10,14% 64,86% 70,95% 64,19% 64,86% 70,27% 82,43% 68,24% 100,00% 55,41% 67,57% 87,16% 79,05%

xss playground 9,60% 57,29% 72,33% 55,54% 62,26% 72,20% 88,31% 70,11% 100,00% 85,83% 84,96% 100,00% 77,17%

total 9,65% 57,97% 72,21% 56,32% 62,49% 72,02% 87,78% 69,95% 100,00% 83,08% 83,38% 98,84% 77,34%

Table 6: Percentage of missed vulnerabilities for each scanner and testbed.
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